
3M:

AbbVie:

Accenture:

ACE Technologies, LLC

3M is a global science company that never stops inventing. Using 46 technology platforms, our integrated

team of scientists and researchers works with customers to create breakthroughs. Our inventions have

improved daily life for hundreds of millions of people all over the world. With $32 billion in sales, our

90,000 employees connect with customers all around the world. Scientists, researchers and marketers work

across countries and across subjects to solve challenges big and small. Here, we innovate with purpose & use

#science every day to create real impact in every life around the world. #Lifewith3M

We're a company that takes on the toughest health challenges. But we do more than treat diseases-we aim to

make remarkable impact on people's lives. We are AbbVie, a highly focused research-driven biopharmaceutical

company.

Accenture is a global management consulting and professional services firm that provides strategy, consulting,

digital, technology and operations services.

Air Products (NYSE:APD) is a world-leading Industrial Gases company in operation for over 75 years.

The Company provides industrial gases and related equipment to dozens of industries, including refining,

chemical, metals, electronics, manufacturing, and food and beverage. Air Products is also the world's

leading supplier of liquefied natural gas process technology and equipment.
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AECOM
AECOM was created to design, build, finance and operate the world's infrastructure. Whether we serve

clients at one phase of the project lifecycle or throughout it, our role is to apply creative vision, technical

expertise, interdisciplinary insight, and local experience to address complex challenges in new and better

ways. We help our clients deliver critical resources and services, improve the places where people live and

work, and sustain a world in which we can all flourish.
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AES Corporation/IPL

Affiliated Engineers, Inc.

The AES Corporation (NYSE: AES) is a Fortune 500 global power company. We provide affordable,

sustainable energy to 15 countries through our diverse portfolio of distribution businesses as well as thermal

and renewable generation facilities. Our workforce is committed to operational excellence and meeting the

world's changing power needs. Our 2017 revenues were $11 billion and we own and manage $33 billion in total

assets. Indianapolis Power & Light Co, is a subsidiary of AES, that provides reliable energy to approximately

450,000 customers in the greater Indianapolis area.

Affiliated Engineers, Inc. is a leading US-based multi-disciplinary consulting engineering firm that plans,

designs, and delivers high performance engineered systems for technically complex buildings and utility

infrastructure projects. Nationally and internationally, AEI specializes in the healthcare, research, energy

production and distribution, higher education, industrial, mission critical, and high-performance design

markets. Building Design+Construction magazine ranks AEI in the top ten of US engineering firms

overall, and in the top ten of healthcare, university, science and technology, and Federal government

engineers. AEI has received 13 R&D Magazine Lab of the Year awards.
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Aerojet Rocketdyne:
Aerojet Rocketdyne is a world-class developer and manufacturer of advanced propulsion and energetics systems

for customers including the U.S. Department of Defense, NASA and other agencies and companies, both in the

United States and abroad. Our markets include space, where we provide a full range of propulsion and power

systems for launch vehicles, satellites and other space vehicles; strategic missiles; missile defense; and tactical

systems and armaments. Our propulsion systems, both liquid- and solid-fueled, have been at the heart of virtually

every major U.S. space and missile program since the dawn of the space age. All of our products are

manufactured at ISO 9001/AS 9100-certified facilities around the country.
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Air Force Life Cycle Management Center Engineering Directorate
Engineers provide the technical leadership, integration and direction involved in developing the systems to

achieve the Air Force's mission. You will work as part of the Engineering Directorate to guide the

application of emerging technologies by working with Air Force Materiel Command laboratories, other

government agencies, universities and industry. As part of our engineering team, you can put your skills to

work supporting the warfighter and protecting the nation.
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Air Force Research Laboratory:

Air Liquide America:

Aisin USA Mfg.

AFRL leads the discovery, development and delivery of warfighting technologies for our air, space and

cyberspace forces. We're pushing the boundaries and creating a new tomorrow through unparalleled research.

Air Liquide develops innovative technologies and sustainable solutions, optimizing the use of air and natural

resources, enabling progress and preserving life.  Located in over 80 countries, we have more than 1,000,000

customers globally.  By using gases naturally present in the atmosphere, Air Liquide separates and purifies

them into oxygen, nitrogen, argon, and various rare gases, then distributes them to clientele. Air Liquide also

produces other gases caused by chemical reaction.

Aisin U.S.A. is a leading manufacturer and Tier One Supplier of high quality automotive components, which

employs 1,900 Team Members at two facilities housing approximately 18 acres under roof. Aisin U.S.A. offers

positions with exciting challenges and growth opportunities. Our organization provides an attractive benefits

package that includes: Relocation assistance, Paid overtime, Insurance the 1st of month following 30 days of

service (includes family medical, dental, vision, and prescription coverage), Free treatment at Wellness Clinic-

Onsite Nurse Practitioner, 401K Plan, Paid vacations, 13 paid holidays, Tuition reimbursement
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Air Products & Chemicals:
Air Products (NYSE:APD) is a world-leading Industrial Gases company in operation for over 75 years.

The Company provides industrial gases and related equipment to dozens of industries, including refining,

chemical, metals, electronics, manufacturing, and food and beverage. Air Products is also the world's

leading supplier of liquefied natural gas process technology and equipment.
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Alcoa

Allegion:

ALTEC Industries

Alcoa Corporation is a leader in the production of Bauxite, Alumina and Aluminum products. We invented

the aluminum industry in 1888, and we continue to innovate with new technologies and processes that create

products with tolerances 1/6th the width of a human hair.Alcoa Warrick Operations located near Newburgh,

IN, is one of the world's largest producers of aluminum sheet for the food and beverage industry. We've been

involved in every significant advancement in this market - from the design of the pop-top tab to the unique

process used to create aluminum bottles. Our fully-integrated aluminum sheet manufacturing facility consists

of a smelter, electro-magnetic casting facility, rolling mill and the power plant.

At Allegion, we help keep people safe and secure where they live, work and visit. With more than 30 brands

sold in almost 130 countries across the globe, we specialize in security around the doorway and beyond:

everything from residential and commercial locks, door closer and exit devices, steel doors and frames to

access control and workforce productivity systems.

Altec specializes in the design, manufacture, sale, and servicing of aerial devices, digger derricks, cranes, and

specialty equipment, supporting customers in over 100 countries throughout the world.  Altec is an innovative,

financially sound company that is leading the industry and setting the standard of excellence.
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Allison Transmission
Allison Transmission is the world's largest manufacturer of commercial-duty automatic transmissions and

a leader in electric hybrid propulsion systems. Our products are specified by more than 300 of the world's

leading vehicle manufacturers and are used in a range of market sectors-from bus, refuse and emergency to

construction, distribution and defense. Allison was founded in 1915 in Indianapolis, Indiana, where the

company's global headquarters is still located. We have approximately 1,400 dealer and distributor

locations, employ more than 2,900 people around the world and our products are used in more than 100

countries.
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AMD

American Airlines:

American Cast Iron Pipe Company (ACIPCO)

Founded in 1969 as a Silicon Valley start-up, the AMD journey began with dozens of employees focused on

leading-edge semiconductor products. From those modest beginnings, AMD has grown into a global

company of 10,000 people, achieving many important industry firsts along the way. AMD today develops

high-performance computing and visualization products to solve some of the world's toughest and most

interesting challenges. There has never been a better time to be in the semiconductor industry, and we are

ready to tackle the next 50 years with high-performance computing and graphics solutions that transform all

of our lives.

Together with regional partner American Eagle, we offer an average of nearly 6,700 flights daily to 350

destinations in 50 countries. We're a founding member of the oneworld® alliance, whose members and

members-elect offer nearly 14,250 flights daily to 1,000 destinations in 150 countries.

Founded in 1905 in Birmingham, Alabama, AMERICAN is a manufacturer of fire hydrants, valves, ductile iron

pipe and spiral-welded steel pipe for the waterworks industry and high-frequency-welded steel pipe for the oil and

natural gas industries. AMERICAN's diversified product line also includes fire pumps, structural casing and

piling, castings for large machinery, and specialty rubber products. For more than a century, AMERICAN has

been committed to doing things The Right Way - exceeding customer expectations, being a good neighbor in our

communities, and supporting our employees.
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American Axle & Manufacturing
AAM delivers POWER that moves the world. As a leading global tier 1 automotive supplier, AAM

designs, engineers and manufactures systems and technologies that are making the next generation of

vehicles smarter, lighter, safer and more efficient. Headquartered in Detroit, AAM has over 25,000

associates operating at nearly 90 facilities in 17 countries to support our customers on global and regional

platforms with a focus on quality, operational excellence and technology leadership.
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American Woodmark Corporation:

AMRI:

Antra Inc. 

As a major manufacturer of quality kitchen and bath cabinets for the home, American Woodmark

Corporation embodies the marriage of technology, automation and American craftsmanship. We proudly

offer over 500 cabinet styles-classic, transitional and contemporary-all delivering superior value. Our

KCMA-certified cabinets are sold through a nationwide network of homebuilders, independent dealers and

distributors, as well as Lowe's and The Home Depot.

AMRI is a global contract research and manufacturing organization that has been working with the

pharmaceutical and biotechnology industries to improve patient outcomes and quality of life. With locations in

North America, Europe and Asia, we provide a complete suite of capabilities in drug discovery, development

and manufacturing. We've got it down to an exact science. We care about the quality and success of our

customer's projects as if they were our own. No matter the size of the project or the complexity of the

challenge, our experts pinpoint and execute the precise solution to hit the target. From molecule to molecule,

batch to batch, our customers benefit from our ingenuity.

Antra is a leading provider of information technology services to help businesses address critical gaps between

modern technology adaptation and business enablement to support growth and reach business targets. Our

services combine technical knowledge and business savviness to enhance IT capabilities in a cost effective

manner. Since 2008, we have been working diligently to serve customer needs for software solutions and services

and each year, we work hard to improve our knowledge, performance and customer service.
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Anheuser-Busch
Budweiser. Bud Light. Stella Artois. Over 19 billion dollar brands, to be exact. But there's more to us than

a portfolio of top notch brands. We are a company built on a dream. We have a vision that we share with

our wholesalers, retailers, consumers and partners. We want to brew great beers that can not only be

enjoyed responsibly but which are also created with low impact on the environment. We are a company

that believes our people are our greatest asset. We believe in the spirit of ownership because our

employees take results personally and want to build something great together. We value talented

employees who aren't afraid to be bold, resourceful, and committed. Check our our opportunities at

anheuser-busch.com/careers!
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Aptiv:

ArcelorMittal

We believe that the power of mobility can change the world.  At Aptiv, we're delivering the software

capabilities, advanced computing platforms and networking architecture that makes mobility work.

ArcelorMittal USA is part of ArcelorMittal, the world's leading steel and mining company. Guided by a

philosophy to produce safe, sustainable steel, we are a leading supplier of quality steel products in major North

American markets including automotive, construction, pipe and tube, appliance, container and machinery.

ArcelorMittal USA employs more than 20,000 people at 27 operations across the United States.
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Arconic
Arconic (NYSE: ARNC) creates breakthrough products that shape industries. Working in close partnership with

our customers, we solve complex engineering challenges to transform the way we fly, drive, build and power.

Through the ingenuity of our people and cutting-edge advanced  manufacturing techniques, we deliver these

products at a quality and efficiency that ensure customer success and shareholder value. For more information:

www.arconic.com. Follow @arconic: Twitter, Instagram, Facebook, LinkedIn, and YouTube.
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Artisan Electronics
For two decades, we have proven ourselves as the alternative to the status quo. We provide support to some of

DoD's most challenging engineering programs and projects. Our people work well in a team environment and

deliver custom solutions of the highest caliber. But don't take our word for it. The DoD consistently characterizes

Artisan Electronics' performance as excellent.Every Artisan team member is highly skilled and highly valued. Our

mentorship culture prepares our next generation of leaders. Senior engineers share their expertise with young

engineers to continue Artisan's legacy of hands-on customer service and stellar performance.
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ASML
ASML is one of the world's leading providers of lithography systems for the semiconductor industry,

manufacturing complex machines that are critical to the production of integrated circuits or microchips.

Headquartered in Veldhoven, the Netherlands, ASML designs, develops, integrates, markets and services these

advanced systems, which continue to help our customers - the major chipmakers - reduce the size and increase the

functionality of microchips, and consumer electronic equipment.
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ASR Group:

AT&T

ATF, INC.

ASR Group is the world's largest refiner and marketer of cane sugar, with an annual production capacity of

more than 6 million tons of sugar. The company produces a full line of grocery, industrial, food service and

specialty sweetener products. Across North America, ASR Group owns and operates six sugar refineries,

located in Louisiana, New York, California, Maryland, Canada and Mexico. In the European Union, the

company owns and operates sugar refineries in England, Portugal and Italy.  ASR Group also owns and operates

mills in Mexico and Belize.  The company's brand portfolio includes the leading brands Domino®, C&H®,

Redpath®, Tate & Lyle®, Lyle's® and Sidul®.

AT&T Inc. (NYSE: T) is a world leader in communications, media and entertainment, and technology.  With

our acquisition of Time Warner, we are building a truly modern media company that will create the best

entertainment and communications experiences in the world.The recently completed acquisition of Time

Warner brings together the three key elements in media and entertainment that are required to transform how

video is distributed, paid for, consumed & created: Premium Content, Direct-to-Consumer Distribution, High-

Speed Networks. We have a strong vision of what it means to be a responsible media company in today's

society. We invest millions of dollars & thousands of volunteer hours to develop next-generation, diverse

storytellers

At ATF, our track record speaks for itself. We're constantly growing, evolving and expanding, which is

reason for our success. Our focus on expansion began in earnest in 1989, when we acquired Frankfort Mfg,

giving us the capability to make our own cold heading tooling. In 1996, ASYST Technologies was founded

and incubated within the walls of ATF and in 1998 they moved to their current location in Kenosha,

Wisconsin. By 2015, ASYST Technologies expanded again, doubling the size of its current location. In

1998, ATF co-founded the Global Fastener Alliance (GFA), demonstrating our leadership in the industry.

Then, ATF and RIBE formed Rifast Systems, LLC in 2000, which gave us a line of licensed fasteners and

in-die feeding equipment for
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AstraZeneca
At AstraZeneca, our purpose is to push the boundaries of science to deliver life-changing medicines. We

believe the best way we can achieve this is to put science at the center of everything we do. It is this

commitment that drives our ability to discover, develop and deliver the advancements the world needs in

complex and difficult diseases like cancer, heart disease, and diabetes. 
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Auris Health:

Axtria Inc.

B&R Industrial Automation

Based in Silicon Valley, Auris Health is pioneering the next era of medical intervention by developing platforms

that enhance physician capabilities, evolve minimally invasive techniques, and create new categories of care that

redefine optimal patient outcomes. The company is committed to transforming medical intervention by

integrating robotics, micro-instrumentation, endoscope design, sensing, and data science into one platform.

Every element of our technology is driven by patient-specific design aimed at maintaining the integrity of the

human body.

Axtria is a global big data analytics company. We empower leaders across the Life Sciences and Financial

Services industries to make better data-driven decisions. Our data analytics and software platforms support

Decision Science, Commercial Excellence and Cloud Information Management . We help to optimize

business strategy by delivering cutting edge analytics from the broadest set of data sources, combined with

deep technical and domain expertise. We enable commercial excellence by eliminating spreadsheets and

delivering analytical guidance to the field through Axtria SalesIQ™, our cloud based sales planning and

operations platform. We are leaders in managing data using the latest cloud information management and big

data technologies.

Success through innovation Our slogan is our mission. The pursuit of Perfection in Automation has inspired

and guided B&R for over 35 years. To us, perfection means more than developing the best solutions in

industrial automation. It also means developing the best relationships - with our customers and partners as

well as our employees and suppliers. Keen foresight and entrepreneurial courage helped us rise quickly into

the ranks of top global players in industrial automation. An intuitive sense of market dynamics and emerging

trends has established us as a pioneer, leading the way with the most innovative technology on the market.
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Avery Dennison:
Avery Dennison Corporation (NYSE: AVY) is a global materials science and mfg company specializing in

the design and manufacture of a wide variety of labeling and functional materials. The company's products,

which are used in nearly every major industry, include pressure-sensitive materials for labels and graphic

applications; tapes and other bonding solutions for industrial, medical and retail applications; tags, labels and

embellishments for apparel; and radio-frequency identification (RFID) solutions serving retail apparel and

other markets. Headquartered in Glendale, California, the company employs approximately 30,000 employees

in more than 50 countries. Reported sales in 2018 were $7.2 billion. Learn more at www.averydennison.com.
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BAE Systems, Inc.

Ball Aerospace

Barnes & Thornburg LLP

BAE Systems is a global defense, aerospace and security company with more than 83,000 employees

worldwide. The Company delivers a full range of products and services for air, land and naval forces, as well as

advanced electronics, security, information technology solutions and customer support and services. The

company has a proud history of providing the best products and services to U.S. and allied armed forces.  BAE

Systems, Inc. comprises an Enterprise Shared Services segment and three business sectors: Electronic Systems,

Intelligence & Security, and Platforms & Services.

Ball Aerospace pioneers discoveries that enable our customers to perform beyond expectation and protect

what matters most. We create innovative space solutions, enable more accurate weather forecasts, drive

insightful observations of our planet, deliver actionable data and intelligence, and ensure those who defend

our freedom go forward bravely and return home safely. Go Beyond with Ball.®

You'll find us at the heart of business. With more than 600 attorneys and other legal professionals, Barnes &

Thornburg LLP is one of the largest law firms in the country. We serve clients worldwide from 14 offices in

Atlanta, California, Chicago, Delaware, Indiana, Michigan, Minneapolis, Ohio, Texas and Washington, D.C.

We provide guidance in more than 50 dedicated practice areas in litigation, intellectual property, labor and

employment, government services and finance, healthcare, real estate, environmental, corporate, and finance,

restructuring and insolvency. Find out more at btlaw.com.
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Bain & Company
Bain & Company is one of the world's leading management consulting firms. We work with change-oriented

executives to help them make better decisions, convert those decisions to actions and deliver the sustainable

success they desire. We advise global leaders on their most critical issues and opportunities: strategy,

marketing, organization, operations, information technology, digital transformation and strategy, advanced

analytics, transformations, sustainability, corporate finance and mergers and acquisitions, across all industries

and geographies. Our unique approach to traditional change management, called Results Delivery®, helps

clients measure and manage risk and overcome the odds to realize results.
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Bechtel Global Corporation:
Bechtel is one of the most respected global engineering, construction, and project management companies.

Together with our customers, we deliver landmark projects that create long-term progress and economic growth.

Today, five generations of family leadership later, Bechtel is a trusted engineering, construction and project

management partner to industry and government. Since 1898, we have helped customers complete more than

25,000 projects in 160 countries on all seven continents that have created jobs, grown economies, improved the

resiliency of the world's infrastructure, increased access to energy, resources, and vital services, and made the

world a safer, cleaner place.
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Barry Wehmiller Design Group, Inc.
Design Group operates from 45+ offices in the US and India providing engineering, consulting, and technical

services to the world's leading companies in the Food & Beverage, Life Sciences, Advanced Technology,

Industrial, and other market sectors.  Our 1500+ technical and engineering experts have direct industry experience

in industrial automation, control system integration, facility and process engineering, architecture, construction

management, regulatory compliance, enterprise technology, and other consulting services. Barry-Wehmiller is a

diversified global supplier of engineering consulting and manufacturing technology for the packaging,

corrugating, sheeting and paper-converting industries.
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Bastian Solutions
We are an innovative material handling system integrator dedicated to helping our customers increase their

productivity. Our highly-trained engineers are experts in areas such as conveyor systems design, industrial robots,

e-fulfillment, material handling equipment, rack systems, material handling consulting, warehouse management

system (WMS) software and more. We are a total solutions provider offering innovative turnkey systems. We are

seeking engineers and software professionals across the country.  Bastian Solutions has been in business for 60+

years and has 16 locations nationwide and 6 international offices.  Come grow with us!
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Beazer Homes
Beazer Homes, headquartered in Atlanta, is one of the nation's largest homebuilders with homes for sale across

the United States. We build homes that meet and exceed ENERGY STAR® requirements while appealing to

homebuyers at various price points across various demographic segments. In addition to saving energy, our

homes allow personalization through our flexible floorplans and design upgrades. Our long-term business strategy

focuses on providing our customers with quality homes, while seeking to maximize our return on invested capital

over time. Beazer Homes' legacy includes building homes for America's families for over 50 years - over 130,000

in the last 12 years alone.
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Bendix Commercial Vehicle Systems

BLA, Inc.

BMW Technology Corporation

Bendix supplies leading-edge active safety technologies, air brake charging, and control systems and components

under the Bendix® brand name for medium- and heavy-duty trucks, tractors, trailers, buses, and other commercial

vehicles throughout North America. A Northeast Ohio-based company with a storied history more than 80 years

in the making, Bendix consists of Bendix Commercial Vehicle Systems LLC and Bendix Spicer Foundation

Brake LLC. Bendix is a member of the Knorr-Bremse group, the world's leading manufacturer of braking systems

for rail and commercial vehicles.

BLA, Inc., established in 1978, is a Midwest Civil Engineering consulting firm with offices in Itasca, IL and

Indianapolis, IN. We provide transportation, structural, drainage, municipal, utility and construction

engineering services primarily to public sector or government agency clients. Our projects include roadway,

bridge, storm sewer and utility infrastructure projects, among others, through design and construction

management phases.

As an independent group of companies, the BMW Group has a commitment to creativity and breakthrough

ideas that goes well beyond the racetrack. In order to continuously create ultimate driving machines, we

drive our growth and design excellence by staffing our teams with individuals who are innovative and

always looking for the next great idea.Since 1998, the BMW Group Technology Office in Mountain View,

California aims to accelerate the delivery of automotive innovation to customers through the evaluation,

development and design of new technologies. We produce work that enables the BMW Group to be the

future, see the future and re-imagine the future of world-class automotive engineering for individual

mobility.
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Belden
Don't Work for a Good Company, Work for a Great Company! Belden Inc. designs, manufactures, and

markets cable, connectivity, and networking products in markets including industrial automation, enterprise,

transportation, infrastructure, and consumer electronics. It has approximately 7,500 employees, and provides

value for industrial automation, enterprise, education, healthcare, entertainment and broadcast, sound and

security, transportation, infrastructure, consumer electronics and other industries. Belden has manufacturing

capabilities in North America, South America, Europe, and Asia, and a market presence in nearly every region

of the world.
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BorgWarner

Boston Scientific

Bo-WITT Products

There are few challenges as important today as creating solutions that support a cleaner, more energy-efficient

world. This requires a commitment to constantly improve the transportation of people and things.  We, at

BorgWarner, made that commitment decades ago and have since been creating technologies to improve

efficiency, emissions and performance in all types of vehicles. Our proven track record has made us propulsion

system leader for combustion, hybrid and electric vehicles. We uncover strong trends and use smart science and

technology to address a future based on varying regulations, consumer demands and automaker requirements.

For more than 25 years, Boston Scientific has advanced the practice of less-invasive medicine by providing a

broad and deep portfolio of innovative products, technologies and services across a wide range of medical

specialties. These less invasive medical technologies provide alternatives to major surgery and other medical

procedures that are typically traumatic to the body. In less-invasive procedure, devices are usually inserted

into the body through natural openings or small incisions and can be guided to most areas of the anatomy to

diagnose and treat a wide range of medical problems.

Bo-Witt Products, Inc. is a custom molder of thermoset composites with a vertically integrated machining

facility.  The company works with its customers to understand their specific needs and designs a solution to

work in the most demanding applications.  Bo-WItt's major customer base services the following markets:

Locomotive, electrical, defense, mining, automotive and general industrial.
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The Boeing Company
Boeing is the world's largest aerospace company and leading manufacturer of commercial jetliners and

defense, space and security systems. A top U.S. exporter, the company supports airlines and U.S. and allied

government customers in 150 countries. Boeing products and tailored services include commercial and

military aircraft, satellites, weapons, electronic and defense systems, launch systems, advanced information

and communication systems, and performance-based logistics and training.
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BraunAbility

Burns & McDonnell Engineering

Butler Aerospace & Defense

BraunAbility - we are the world's leading manufacturer of automotive mobility products. With nearly 50 years of

experience, our full line of BraunAbility products brings freedom to wheelchair and scooter users around the

world. We are a purpose driven industry leader that is dedicated to giving people their independence through

quality and affordable mobilization. Our global corporate headquarters is located in Winamac, Indiana and with

nearly 1600 employees.

For more than 25 years, Boston Scientific has advanced the practice of less-invasive medicine by providing a

broad and deep portfolio of innovative products, technologies and services across a wide range of medical

specialties. These less invasive medical technologies provide alternatives to major surgery and other medical

procedures that are typically traumatic to the body. In less-invasive procedure, devices are usually inserted

into the body through natural openings or small incisions and can be guided to most areas of the anatomy to

diagnose and treat a wide range of medical problems.

Serving a wide variety of domains within the Aerospace, Defense and Federal markets, Butler has extensive

experience that spans the Space, Rotary Wing, Fixed Wing, Land Vehicle and Staffing segments. Butler's

services adds value from conceptual design through manufacture including, but not limited to: Design,

Drafting, Structural Analysis, Loads and Criteria, System Safety, Manufacturing, Testing, and Aircraft

Certification.
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BP
Heat. Light. Power. Meeting society's growing demand for energy is an immense responsibility. And at BP,

it's a responsibility we all share. We find, develop and produce energy resources every day - energy that's

behind the products we all rely on. Doing all of that sustainably, securely and at a reasonable cost is our

challenge. It's one we rise to as a team. A team made of diverse people with different perspectives who work

together to make change happen. Scientific breakthroughs, engineering firsts, process improvements -

everything we achieve is down to the drive, ambition and collaboration of our people. And you could be one

of them.
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Capgemini

Cargill, Inc.

Caterpillar Inc.

A global leader in consulting, technology services and digital transformation, Capgemini is at the forefront of

innovation to address the entire breadth of clients'  opportunities in the evolving world of cloud, digital and

platforms. Building on its strong 50-year heritage and deep industry-specific expertise, Capgemini enables

organizations to realize their business ambitions through an array of services from strategy to operations.

Capgemini is driven by the conviction that the business value of technology comes from and through people. It is

a multicultural company of 200,000 team members in over 40 countries. The Group reported 2017 global

revenues of EUR 12.8 billion.

Working at Cargill is an opportunity to thrive-a place to develop your career to the fullest while engaging in

meaningful work that makes a positive impact around the globe. You will be proud to work for a company

with a strong history of ethics and a purpose of nourishing people.

For more than 90 years, Caterpillar Inc. has been making sustainable progress possible and driving positive

change on every continent. Customers turn to Caterpillar to help them develop infrastructure, energy and

natural resource assets. With 2018 sales and revenues of $54.7 billion,  Caterpillar is the world's leading

manufacturer of construction and mining equipment, diesel and natural gas engines, industrial gas turbines

and diesel-electric locomotives. The company principally operates through its three primary segments -

Construction Industries, Resource Industries and Energy & Transportation - and also provides financing and

related services through its Financial Products segment.
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BMX Technologies Inc.
BWX Technologies, Inc. (BWXT), headquartered in Lynchburg, Virginia, is a leading supplier of nuclear

components and fuel to the U.S. government; provides technical and management services to support the U.S.

government in the operation of complex facilities and environmental remediation activities; and supplies

precision manufactured components; services and fuel for the commercial nuclear power industry. In addition,

BWXT joint ventures provide management and operations at more than a dozen U.S. Department of Energy

(DOE) and NASA facilities.
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Central Intelligence Agency

CHA Consulting, Inc.

Chevron Corporation

The Central Intelligence Agency's primary mission is to collect, evaluate, and disseminate foreign intelligence to

assist the President and senior US Government policymakers in making decisions related to national security. CIA

carefully selects well-qualified people in nearly all fields. Applicants must apply online at www.cia.gov to be

considered for a position and must successfully complete medical and security processes. All positions are located

in the Northern Virginia area.

CHA is a full service engineering firm providing a broad range of planning and design services in the fields of

industrial, power supply and distribution, communications infrastructure, structural, electrical, mechanical,

environmental, geotechnical, civil, aviation, rail, and traffic/transportation engineering, as well as landscape

architecture, land use planning, surveying, wetland delineation, construction engineering and technology

services. The firm has become an industry leader, opening new offices in states across the east coast. Today,

CHA employs over 1,000 people with 30 offices throughout the United States and Canada.

Chevron is one of the world's leading integrated energy companies, with subsidiaries that conduct business

worldwide. The company's success is driven by the ingenuity and commitment of its employees and their

application of the most innovative technologies in the world. Chevron is involved in virtually every facet of

the energy industry. The company explores for, produces and transports crude oil and natural gas; refines,

markets and distributes transportation fuels and other energy products; manufactures and sells petrochemical

products; generates power and produces geothermal energy; provides energy efficiency solutions; and

develops the energy resources of the future, including biofuels. Chevron is based in San Ramon, Calif.
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CE Power
Since 2001, CE Power has provided electrical engineering and field services to the utility, industrial, and

institutional markets. But in a larger sense, we are in the business of reliability, giving our customers

everything they need to succeed in a changing and challenging industry-services for upgrades, testing,

compliance, and workforce support, delivered with unparalleled safety and value. From developing custom-

engineered solutions to ensuring efficient ongoing operations, we have service offering for your needs: design

engineering, commissioning services, testing and maintenance, workforce solutions, turkey project

management, compliance support, emergency response and smartgrid implementation.
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Chevron Phillips and Chemical Company:

Citgo Petroleum Company

CKL Engineers, LLC

ClarkDietrich

Chevron Phillips Chemical is one of the world's top producers of chemicals that are essential to

manufacturing over 70,000 consumer and industrial products,   including items you rely on everyday such as

food packaging, soap, electronics, automobiles and medical devices. We strive to be a great place to work

and give our employees the flexibility and benefits to thrive both personally and professionally, including

flexible work schedules, first-rate health coverage and a tuition reimbursement program. We are looking for

motivated, determined and innovative people to join our team. While we have large-scale operations around

the globe, every individual has the power to make an impact on our company.

CITGO Petroleum Corporation is an American success story that originated back in 1910 when pioneer oilman

Henry L. Dougherty created the Cities Services Company.  In 1965, Cities Services decided to change its

marketing brand and introduced the name CITGO.  They retained the first syllable of its long-standing name and

ended with GO to imply power, energy and progressiveness.  The now famous and enduring CITGO logo was

born. Now more than four decades later, CITGO is in the top rank of petroleum marketers in the United States,

and one of the nation's top marketers of gasoline.  We are a world-renowned supplier of diesel fuel, jet fuel,

kerosene, lubricants, greases, waxes, petrochemicals and industrial products.

The CKL organization is a privately owned company and a distinguished leader in professional services for

construction engineering and inspection in our class. We are where engineering and community meet. CKL

ENGINEERS, LLC is a professional civil engineering consulting company providing civil design and

sustainable roadway, bridge, transit and airport construction management and inspection services. CKL is

involved in a variety of projects, from local roads to high-traffic highways, airport runways to community

projects that spur economic development in blighted areas.

ClarkDietrich® is the leading manufacturer of a full line of drywall studs and accessories, structural studs

and joists, metal lath and accessories, shaft wall studs and track, interior and exterior finishing products, and

connectors and accessories for commercial and residential construction. Quality manufacturing, a full-line

offering, national distribution, engineering services and responsive customer service position ClarkDietrich

as the largest manufacturer of cold-formed steel framing in North America. Clarkwestern Dietrich Building

Systems is a 75/25 joint venture with Marubeni-Itochu Steel America Inc. (MISA) and Worthington

Industries, Inc.
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CN Railroad

CNA Insurance

CNH Industrial

CNS Pantex & Y-12

CN is North America's railroad. With operations that extend east-west across Canada and north-south

through the U.S., we are well positioned to capitalize on NAFTA and offer seamless service to our shipper

clients.  Our Southern Region extends north-south from Winnipeg, Manitoba in Canada to New Orleans,

Louisiana and east-west from Pittsburg to Omaha, and comprises approximately 7,000 employees and

12,400 miles of track.  Principle commodities include grain and grain products, auto parts and finished

automobiles, intermodal, iron and steel, chemicals, forest products and coal.  We focus our business thinking

around five core principles:  service, cost control, asset utilization, safety and people.  We hope to make you

a member of our value

"Our vision for CNA is simple. We offer more than just a policy - we deliver distinctive insurance solutions and

we promise a superior customer experience." - Dino E. Robusto, CNA Chairman & Chief Executive Officer. At

CNA, we focus on what we do best - providing insurance solutions that allow our customers to better manage

their risks and grow profitably. We use our expertise to continually evolve our products and services to anticipate

and address our customers' needs. Our broad portfolio enables us to respond to a wide range of business risks

while focusing on the specialized needs of our insureds in construction, manufacturing, technology, healthcare,

professional services, financial institutions and small business.

Through its people and brands, CNH Industrial delivers power, technology and innovation to farmers, builders

and drivers all around the world. Each of its brands, including Case IH, New Holland Agriculture, Case and

New Holland Construction, FPT Industrial, Capital, and Parts & Service, is a major international force in its

specific sector.

Nuclear Deterrence: CNS provides integrated production, technical, security and business expertise to

maintain and enhance global security through:  Performing manufacturing, assembly, disassembly, quality

evaluation and storage of nuclear weapons and their components.  Supplying nuclear material for naval

nuclear propulsion.  Supporting nonproliferation efforts that make the world a safer place. Delivering

solutions to other emerging national security challenges.
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Cognex Corporation

Commonwealth Associates Inc.

Conagra Brands

Configure One

Cognex Corporation is the world's leading provider of vision systems, vision software, vision sensors and

surface inspection systems used in manufacturing automation.  Cognex is also a leader in industrial ID

readers. Cognex vision helps companies improve product quality, eliminate production errors, lower

manufacturing costs, and exceed consumer expectations for high quality products at an affordable price.

Commonwealth Associates, Inc. is a leading consulting engineering company, employee-owned and specializing

in design services for electrical utilities and industrial customers and offers competitive salaries and benefits.

Conagra Brands, headquartered in Chicago, combines a rich heritage of making great food with a sharpened

focus and entrepreneurial spirit. We're transforming the way we operate to fulfill what consumers and

customers want, in a smart, simple way. We're modernizing our iconic food brands, leveraging fresh

opportunities and adapting to a changing landscape - all with a culture that's ready to capture growth and drive

shareholder value.

Founded in 2000, Configure One is a privately held configure, price, quote ("CPQ") software company

headquartered in Oak Brook, IL, near Chicago. Our European operation, Configure One Europe, Ltd., is

located in Essex County, near London. Configure One is known around the world as a  leader in CPQ

software. We've built our company on the principals of creating web-based software that is simple to use,

yet powerful enough to offer flexibility in today's complex sales and manufacturing environments. Our goal

is to provide our customers with a competitive advantage in their markets by improving bottom line results.

We enable our customers to increase sales while reducing costs by automating the sales, order entry, and

engineering processes.
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Connelly Electric
Connelly Electric is a family owned electrical contractor located near the Chicago metropolitan area.  We

provide design/build, installation, and service and maintenance for electrical and lighting systems in every

major market, including Residential Mixed Use, Retail and Hospitality, Health Care, Commercial, Education,

and Industrial.  In addition, Connelly Electric works alongside industry leaders to provide the following

systems:  security, audio/visual, sound, CATV, CCTV, paging, nurse call, and card access capabilities.  With

over 40 years of experience, our diverse customer base includes general contractors, developers, construction

managers, educational, and institutional administrators, government, and business owners.
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Consumers Energy

Continental Automotive

Convergint Technologies, LLC

Join a diverse and dynamic team that makes and delivers the most valuable services in the world: electricity

and natural gas. At Consumers Energy, our customers are at the heart of everything we do. Our employees

work around the clock to provide service to our customers in honor of our history and to fulfill our promise

to Michigan - Count on Us! Consumers Energy, the principal subsidiary of CMS Energy and headquartered

in Jackson, Michigan, provides natural gas and electricity to nearly 6.8 million of the Michigan's 10 million

residents in all 68 Lower Peninsula counties.

With sales of €34.5 billion in 2014, Continental is among the leading automotive suppliers worldwide and

currently has approximately 200,000 employees in 53 countries. The Automotive Group with its three divisions

Chassis & Safety (sales of approx. €7.3 billion in 2013, roughly 36.500 employees), Powertrain (sales of approx.

€6.3 billion in 2013, roughly 32,400 employees) and Interior (sales of approx. €6.6 billion in 2013, roughly

34,400 employees) achieved sales of approximately €20 billion in 2013. The Automotive Group is present in

more than 170 locations worldwide.

Convergint Technologies is a North American systems integrator with a dedicated focus in Electronic

Security, Fire Alarm & Life Safety, and Building Automation Systems.  We provide a wide range of product

solutions in each business area, and are committed to being the industry's best service provider.   Whether it is

our upfront assessment process, system design, installation, or long-term support, Convergint Technologies

goal is to provide the best service in the industry.Convergint Technologies specializes in providing customers

with the very best building system technologies available today.  As an independent solutions integrator,

Convergint has established relationships with multiple leading technology partners and other industry l
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Cook Biotech
Cook Biotech is dedicated to providing advanced tissue-repair products for improving patient outcomes globally.

Products are manufactured using proprietary extracellular matrix (ECM) technologies and manufacturing processes.

They are derived from porcine small intestinal submucosa (SIS) and other ECM-based biomaterials. Through

collaboration with partners and distributors, Cook Biotech products are available under several brand names, including:

AxoGuard®, Biodesign®, DynaMatrix®, FISH™, HaloShield™, keraSys™, OASIS®, and tarSys™. Partners and

distributors include Aziyo Biologics, AxoGen Inc., Cook Medical Inc., Katena Products Inc., Keystone Dental Inc.,

Smith & Nephew Inc., and Morris Innovative.
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COOK Medical

Cook Research Inc.

Cornielius Inc.

Common themes are shared across every medical specialty we support: patients want to get better and

doctors want simpler, more effective options. That's why we strive to be more customer-centric, listening to

doctors/hospitals and working hard to continually improve our minimally invasive medical devices, our

manufacturing operations and our distribution systems.  Being a family-owned business allows us to do

what's best for the patient. It gives us the time to solve problems for the most effective patient outcomes.

Cook Research Incorporated supports Cook Medical in research & development, testing of innovative medical

products, and with the development of business cases for strategic opportunities. Our staff of engineers, scientists,

and business professionals provide the expertise to deliver medical devices that improve the treatment of patients.

Cornelius is the world's leading supplier of beverage dispensing and cooling equipment.
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Cornerstone Controls
Cornerstone's business is Control Systems for Manufacturing Automation with business focuses in sales of products

used in control systems, project engineering services to implement control systems for other companies, and support

services to troubleshoot, maintain and upgrade existing control systems.  Cornerstone is a manufacturer's representative

and distributor for several families of products from Emerson Automation Solutions and also provides engineering

services to manufacturing companies when they need to hire an outside firm to implement a control system. 

 Cornerstone maintains offices in Indianapolis IN, Cincinnati OH, Dayton OH, and Detroit MI with a combined staff

(for all business functions) of approximately 150 associates.
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Corning Incorporated
Corning is a world leading innovator in materials science, with a 167-year track record of life-changing

inventions. Corning applies its unparalleled expertise in glass science, ceramics science, and optical physics,

along with deep manufacturing and engineering capabilities, to develop category-defining products that

transform industries and enhance people's lives. Corning succeeds through sustained investment in RD&E, a

unique combination of material and process innovation, and trust-based relationships with customers who are

global leaders in their industries. We believe in the fundamental dignity of the individual - one of Corning's

seven Values. Diversity is a source of our strength as well as a competitive advantage.
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Corteva Agriscience

Crane Composites, Inc.

Crown Cork & Seal

Corteva Agriscience ™, the world's first dedicated agriculture start-up, serves to enrich the lives of those

who produce and those who consume, ensuring progress for generations to come. Our employees fulfill this

purpose everyday by building/participating in an inclusive culture where we encourage each other to stay

curious, think differently, act boldly and do what's right for our customers, our co-workers, our partners and

our planet. With over 20,000 team members from 130 countries, innovating in 140 world class R&D

facilities, we have the resources, leadership heritage and partner ecosystem to make a meaningful impact

now and into the future. 

Crane Composites Inc., a subsidiary of Crane Co. (NYSE:CR), is the world's leading provider of fiber-reinforced

composite materials. Our products and our team reflect our mission statement: We are a performance driven

organization committed to global leadership and the production of high quality composite materials. And we are

committed to profitable growth that benefits our employees and stakeholders by adhering to our high standards of

Operational Excellence and our Crane Values.

CROWN Cork & Seal USA, Inc. is a major supplier to many household names such as Nestle, Mars,

Heineken and Unilever. At $9 billion in revenue, we are a member of the Fortune 500 and we are proud to be

a company based in the United States. 
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CSL Behring
CSL Behring is a global leader in the plasma protein biotherapeutics industry. We research, develop,

manufacture and market biotherapies that are used to treat serious and rare conditions. Users of our therapies

rely on them for their quality of life and, in many cases, for life itself.
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CTB, Inc.
CTB, Inc. is a proud family member of the Berkshire Hathaway Company and their mission is to Feed the

World through Enhanced Agriculture Systems. They are in the markets of:  poultry, egg, pig, grain, equine

(horses!) and select industrial systems.  The company has a global presence with subsidiaries making a

tremendous impact in the world around us!  With over 60 years in the industry, CTB is well-known for their

trusted, global leadership in the advancement of agriculture technologies.  And, their focus on sustainability

and success has put them as a leader in their industry with $1B in Annual Sales.
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Cummins Inc.

Curtis Instruments

Daimler Trucks North America

Cummins Inc., a global power leader, is a corporation of complementary business units that design, manufacture,

distribute and service engines and related technologies, including fuel systems, controls, air handling, filtration,

emission solutions, electrical power generation systems, and electrified powertrains and components.

Headquartered in Columbus, Indiana (USA) Cummins serves customers in more than 160 countries and territories

through its network of 550 Company-owned and independent distributor locations and more than 5,000 dealer

locations. With more than 28,000 employees worldwide, Cummins reported sales of $9.9 billion in 2006.

Curtis Instruments, Inc., has led the way with innovations in motor control, battery management and vehicle

instrumentation since 1960. Curtis invests over 10% of gross revenue in innovation. The company operates

four R&D Centers, with highly specialized engineers and technicians working in California, Switzerland, New

York and China. The California R&D center, Curtis CA, was founded as Curtis PMC in 1985, and is one of

the world's largest controller technical centers and is a highly specialized engineering facility focused on the

design and development of advanced motor speed controllers for electric vehicles of all types. Our Livermore

facility was just awarded (again!) Best Places to Work 2018!

Since 1942 Daimler Trucks North America LLC (DTNA) has irrevocably and profoundly altered the face of

North American highways. Today, DTNA and its affiliate, Detroit Diesel Corporation (DDC), constitute the

largest and most diverse company in the North American commercial vehicle market. Our DTNA family

includes such iconic heavy- and medium-duty vehicle brands as Freightliner Trucks, Western Star Trucks, and

Thomas Built Buses. The beauty of DTNA's vehicles isn't just skin deep; we also manufacture Freightliner

Custom Chassis, Axle Alliance axles and components, and Detroit Diesel engines to ensure a quality product,

through and through.
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Cypress Semiconductor
Cypress (NASDAQ: CY) - We live for problems. They make us think, force us out of our comfort zone, and

challenge us to push boundaries. We love problems because we are passionate about solutions. We target

innovative markets that grow faster than the overall semiconductor industry, including key segments of the

automotive, industrial, home automation and appliances, medical products and consumer electronics

businesses. We are the leading global provider of automotive instrument cluster and touchscreen solutions.

Our world-class wireless technology-along with our MCUs, memories, analog ICs and USB controllers-give

us an unparalleled position in the fast-growing Internet of Things market. www.cypress.com

#SolveItWithCypress
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Dashiell Corporation

DEKA Research and Development

Dell Inc.

Dashiell is a leading national provider of technical services to the electric utility, power generation, industrial,

renewable and energy industries. These services include planning and system studies, design and engineering,

maintenance and testing, program management, construction, and turnkey EPC projects. Built on 50 years of

experience handling large scale complex projects; Dashiell is unique in that we are a turnkey Engineering,

Construction, and Testing company that specializes in medium and high voltage electrical infrastructure.

DEKA Research & Development Corp., located in Manchester, NH, is a dynamic, growing company, focused on

the development of new technologies that span a diverse set of applications. At DEKA we are dedicated to using

innovative design solutions and state-of-the-art technology to improve lives. We are filled with people who are

driven to be among the very best in their respective fields. Consequently, the atmosphere is rewarding and

intense. DEKA employees have the opportunity to work on projects that have a positive, enduring impact on

millions of people worldwide

Dell is a collective of customer-obsessed, industry-leading visionaries. At our core is a commitment to

diversity, sustainability and our communities. We offer unparalleled growth and development opportunities

for our team members. We believe that technology is essential for driving human progress, and we're

committed to providing that technology to people and organizations everywhere, so they can transform the

way they work and live.
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Deloitte Consulting LLP
Deloitte is one of the leading professional services organizations in the United States, specializing in audit,

tax, consulting, and financial advisory services with clients in more than 20 industries. We provide powerful

business solutions to some of the world's most well-known and respected companies, including more than 75

percent of the Fortune 100. At Deloitte, you can have a rewarding career on every level. In addition to

challenging and meaningful work, you'll have the chance to give back to your community, make a positive

impact on the environment, participate in a range of diversity and inclusion initiatives, and find the support,

coaching, and training it takes to advance your career. Our commitment to individual choice lets y

@ Fair on Tuesday

Will have Seminar

Full-time & Internship

Opportunities
Accepts All Majors
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Delphi Technologies

Delta Air Lines

Denso

DMC, INC.

We're a global enterprise focused on innovating propulsion systems and aftermarket solutions so that

passenger cars and commercial vehicles drive cleaner, better and further. As a leading-edge Tier 1 supplier,

our portfolio of powertrain and aftermarket technologies are engineered to tackle the toughest challenges with

no compromises. Our aim: Advance what's possible yet never retreat in creating vehicles people want to drive.

Delphi Technologies. Driven to make a difference.

Delta Air Lines, Inc., typically referred as Delta, is a major American airline, with its headquarters in Atlanta,

Georgia. The airline, along with its subsidiaries and regional affiliates, operates over 5,400 flights daily and

serves an extensive domestic and international network that includes 325 destinations in 52 countries on six

continents, as of 31 March 2019. Delta is a founding member of the SkyTeam airline alliance. Regional service is

operated under the brand name Delta Connection. One of the four remaining legacy carriers, Delta is the sixth-

oldest operating airline by foundation date, and the oldest airline still operating in the United States. Among

predecessors of today's Delta Air Lines, Western Airlines and Northwest Airlin

DENSO, with its North American headquarters in Southfield, Michigan, is one of the world's largest

automotive suppliers of technology and components found in almost all vehicles around the globe. Our

23,000+ North American associates - brilliant engineers, ambitious researchers and skilled technicians - work

across global offices to innovate and advance the future of Connected Cars, Automated Drive, Shared

Mobility and Electrification. You can help create a mobility future that enables freedom of movement for

people and things, eliminates accidents, revitalizes the environment and enriches society. Join us, and craft not

only how the world moves, but also your career.

Do you like a challenge? Do you enjoy programming and working with electrical/mechanical systems? That's

great because we're looking for engineers who want to solve tough problems by creating software that

interfaces with and controls hardware! DMC is a consulting firm that offers high-caliber engineering and

software development services for manufacturing, testing, and product development organizations. We're

looking for smart, fun, driven people to join our offices in Chicago, St. Louis, Seattle, Boston, Denver, Houston

and New York City. DMC isn't a huge company where you'll be working your way up for years and years.

You'll quickly be working directly with clients in a collaborative and hands-on environment solving real-world

problems.
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Dow

Duke Energy

Dwyer Instruments, Inc.

Dow is a premier materials science solution provider with focus on three higher-growth market verticals -

packaging, infrastructure and consumer care. With one of the strongest and deepest toolkits in the industry, Dow

has robust technology and asset integration, scale and competitive capabilities to enable truly differentiated

materials science solutions for customers.

We are one of the largest electric power holding companies in the United States, providing electricity to 7.7

million retail customers in six states.

Dwyer is a well established and successful global manufacturer of Industrial gages, controls, instruments, and

devices since its beginning in 1931. Our diverse customer industry base provides for a very stable work

environment.  Examples of our primary markets are Building Automation, Dust collection, and Municipal

Water/Waste Water.  Our products are used in commercial applications for accurately monitoring or controlling

as appropriate, pressure, temperature, humidity, level, velocity, and flow.  Headquartered in Michigan City, IN,

we have manufacturing facilities and/or sales offices in Indiana, Missouri, California, Texas, Minnesota, United

Kingdom, and Australia.  We are known, in each of our markets as a low cost, high value source fo
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Domino's
Founded in 1960, Domino's Pizza is the recognized world leader in pizza delivery operating a network of

company-owned and franchise-owned stores in the United States and international markets. Domino's Pizza's

Vision illustrates a company of exceptional people on a mission to be the best pizza delivery company in the

world. The Domino's Pizza team is hard working, committed to excellence and serious about having fun. There

are more than 170,000 team members employed by 600 corporate-owned stores, a system of 6,000+ domestic

franchise-owned stores and international franchise base that operates more than 10,000 stores in more than 80

markets around the globe

@ Fair Both Days
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DuPont
At DuPont, we have an unbridled commitment to deliver essential innovations that enrich people's lives, enable

sustainable development and foster human potential for generations to come. Innovations developed from highly

engineered products and naturally sourced ingredients to shape industries and everyday life. From smarter homes

to more efficient cars, from better ways of digitally connecting to new tools that enable active and healthy

lifestyles...in all these areas and many more, we're working with customers to transform their ideas into real world

answers that help humanity thrive. Coupled with core values and excellent compensation & benefits...Together,

we're turning possibilities into real world answers that help humanity
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Dynetics, Inc.

E&J Gallo

As an emerging mid-tier company serving both government and commercial customers, Dynetics combines a

trusted heritage of complex analysis and engineering with advanced technology hardware development. This

powerful combination allows us to deliver rapid, affordable, and innovative solution engineering (RAISE) to

our customers. We recently opened a new 226,000-square-foot Solutions Complex in Huntsville, Alabama's

Cummings Research Park to better serve our customers' hardware and prototyping needs. At Dynetics, we

want our employees to enjoy challenging work in a supportive, professional environment. As employee-

owners, we expect our employees to uphold high standards of technical excellence and ethical conduct.

Now is a great time to join E. & J. Gallo Winery. Not only has our company earned the distinction of being the

largest Winery in the world, but we have remained family owned and operated for over 80 years. Recently

recognized by Glassdoor as one of the "Top 50 Best Places to Work", we couldn't be prouder of our employees.

As a wine and spirits company with over 90 brands, the heart of our success story is our people. If you aspire to

work in a dynamic industry expected to double in the next ten years, you'll love what Gallo offers.
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Eastman
Eastman is a global advanced materials and specialty additives company that produces a broad range of

products found in items people use every day. With a portfolio of specialty businesses, Eastman works with

customers to deliver innovative products and solutions while maintaining a commitment to safety and

sustainability. Its market-driven approaches take advantage of world-class technology platforms and leading

positions in attractive end-markets such as transportation, building and construction and consumables. Eastman

focuses on creating consistent, superior value for all stakeholders. As a globally diverse company, Eastman

serves customers in more than 100 countries and had 2017 revenues of approximately $10 billion.
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Eaton Corporation
Eaton is a power management company with 2017 sales of $20.4 billion. We provide energy-efficient

solutions that help our customers effectively manage electrical, hydraulic and mechanical power more

efficiently, safely and sustainably. Eaton is dedicated to improving the quality of life and the environment

through the use of power management technologies and services. Eaton has approximately 96,000 employees

and sells products to customers in more than 175 countries.
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Ecolab, Inc.

Eichleay, Inc.

Ecolab is the global leader in water, hygiene and energy technologies and services. Around the world businesses

in foodservice, food processing, hospitality, healthcare, industrial, and oil and gas markets choose Ecolab

products and services to keep their environment clean and safe, operate efficiently and achieve sustainability

goals.

Eichleay is a California based company with locations in the Pacific Northwest. Why join Eichleay? 

 Longevity -  We are family owned (over 140 years) and believe in building long standing relationships with

our employees and clients.  Diversity -   As an EPCM (Engineering, Procurement, Construction Management)

Company you will have a variety of projects and industries to support  including: oil and gas, chemicals, life

sciences, mining , food and beverage.    Opportunity to Grow - We are expanding our services in California,

Montana and Washington.  You will participate in our graduate and mentoring programs.  We are seeking

recent or upcoming graduates for full time opportunities and 2020 summer interns for all engineering

disciplines.
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EggLife
Egglife LLC has a patented technology for converting liquid egg to solid matter creating mutiple food forms that

have simple ingredients, and are free from sugar, fat and gluten. Eggs can replace flour in these products. The

company will launch this year after 2 years of research with tortilla wraps and macaroni and cheese ready meal.

The vision for the company is to be the leading consumer business providing healthy, fresh simple foods and

snacks for everyone. Developed by Peggy Johns in response to seeing her family's health problems, every Egglife

product demonstrates you can have great tasting food and don't need to compromise to be healthy.

@ Fair Both Days
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Opportunities
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Elanco
At Elanco, we advance our vision of food and companionship enriching life by developing innovative

solutions that protect and enhance animal health. Since 1954, Elanco has been working to empower

veterinarians, food producers, and all those concerned with animal health with the tools needed to help

animals live healthy lives.
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Eli Lilly & Company
Lilly is a global healthcare leader that unites caring with discovery to make life better for people around the world.  

We're a Fortune 500 company, determined to bring life-changing medicines to those who need them and give

back to communities through philanthropy and volunteerism.
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Emerson

enFocus

Emerson is where technology and engineering come together to create solutions for the benefit of our customers,

driven without compromise for a world in action.

enFocus is a nonprofit that builds better communities through talent attraction, innovation, and

entrepreneurship. We bring an "entrepreneurial focus" to communities by employing recent graduates to work

on innovation projects in a one-year Fellowship program. enFocus Fellows address our communities' toughest

challenges by working with sponsor organizations, including city government, school districts, health systems,

private businesses and nonprofits. Fellows also receive dedicated time to pursue entrepreneurial and social

ventures of their own. Throughout the year, Fellows have access to an involved network of mentors and

professional development opportunities.
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Ensign-Bickford Industries, Inc.

Ensign-Bickford Industries, Inc. is a diversified company with businesses in a myriad of industries including

Aerospace & Defense, Life Sciences, Robotics, and Pet Food Flavorings.  Our technologies allow us to be first

to market with next-generation products for all of our focus markets. Our businesses include: AFB

International, Avior Control Technologies, Inc., Ensign-Bickford Aerospace & Defense Company,

EnviroLogix Inc., Honeybee Robotics, Ltd., TiNi Aerospace, Inc., Each of our companies, as varied as they

are, have a great deal in common. Each is a leader in its field. Each share a dedication to innovation, a

commitment to research and technological expertise and an unmatched level of services and support.

@ Fair on Tuesday

No Seminar

Full-time, Internship &

Part-Time Opportunities

Endress-Hauser, Inc.
Endress+Hauser is one of the largest instrument manufacturers in the United States' industrial automation

industry. Endress+Hauser's USA headquarters is located in Greenwood, Indiana and is one of the Group's largest

tailor made production and sales facilities worldwide. Endress+Hauser, a Swiss-based company, established a US

business in 1970. Since that time, Endress+Hauser has continued to invest in its US operations investing an

average of 10% of its annual revenues into its infrastructure - a total of 150 million dollars in the last 5 years.
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Opportunities
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enVista LLC

Epic

ESD

ETC, Inc.

At enVista, we are Supply Chain, Enterprise, Retail, and IT experts delivering innovative supply solutions for

leading retailers, distributors, and manufacturers.   Our unrivaled consulting experience, deep vertical industry

expertise and comprehensive solutions portfolio, enable clients to leverage one strategic partner that consults,

implements and operates across Supply Chain, Transportation, Retail, IT and ERP.  We assume end-to-end

responsibility and are committed to optimized delivery of every project.

As a global leader in the development of software for healthcare organizations, Epic is driving change for an

entire industry - one that affects the quality of life for everyone. Our team collaborates with some of the world's

most respected healthcare organizations to improve both individual patient care and the health of entire

communities. The challenges we tackle on a day-to-day basis impact the lives of more than 275 million patients

worldwide. We're searching for smart, passionate people who want to achieve great things. If you want to be part

of something truly important, consider a career at Epic.

A global company, ESD is a leader in Improving Society Through the Built Environment. We create design

solutions that produce economic, environmental and experiential benefits for our clients, many of whom are

the biggest names in the worlds of business, technology - and beyond. We embrace technological change and

are at the forefront of developing Intelligent Buildings. We emphasize innovation, adaptability, and

sustainability when providing mechanical, electrical, plumbing, fire protection, life safety, and technology

engineering.

ETC is a global company known for award-winning visual environment technologies and industry-leading

customer service!  Founded in Madison, Wisconsin in 1975, ETC was a college project that grew into a major

business. ETC's international headquarters is located in Middleton, Wisconsin. ETC employs over 1300 people

around the globe. ETC products are found all over the world in small and large venues, such as theaters,

restaurants, schools, performing arts centers, TV studios, sports stadiums, and cruise ships. We're known for

our casual culture where we like to have fun and make money!
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Ethicon

Evonik

Exelon

EXXONMOBIL Corporation

At Ethicon, we are bringing people together to create innovative solutions that are advancing surgery and

having life-changing impacts in health care. Our co-op development program offers rotations throughout the

entire new product development process including design, manufacturing, quality and sustainability

engineering.  The products developed on the Cincinnati campus are mechanical in nature and offer students

the opportunity to apply what they have learned in class to a real-world product. Additional opportunities such

as internal classes and community outreach are offered to enrich the student's skill-set and co-op experience.

At the end of the program, co-op students gain critical industry experience that sets them up for future care

Evonik Corporation is part of Evonik Industries, an international industrial group with a workforce of over 43,000

and activities in more than 100 countries all over the world. Evonik demonstrates its strong commitment to hiring

and retaining diverse, well qualified employees by offering a comprehensive yet competitive flexible benefits

program, including pension, health care, 401(k) and flexible spending programs.

As the nation's leading clean energy provider, Exelon is on the forefront of ensuring a bright and sustainable

future for our customers and communities. It's important work powered by people with a common set of

values: safety, innovation, integrity, inclusivity, and the constant pursuit of excellence. At Exelon, we elevate

diverse voices and fresh perspectives, and together - we grow jobs into careers and build a better tomorrow.

ExxonMobil is the world's largest publicly traded international oil and gas company. We hold an industry-

leading inventory of global oil and gas resources. We are the world's largest refiner and marketer of petroleum

products, and our chemical company ranks among the world's largest. We apply science and innovation to find

better, safer and cleaner ways to deliver the energy the world needs.
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At EY, we are committed to building a better working world - with increased trust and confidence in business,

sustainable growth, development of talent in all its forms, and greater collaboration across our four service lines

- Assurance, Tax, Advisory, and Transaction Advisory Services. We want to build a better working world

through our own actions and by engaging with like-minded organizations and individuals. This is our purpose -

and why we exist as an organization. Running through our organization is a strong sense of obligation to serve

a number of different stakeholders who count on us to deliver quality and excellence in everything we do. 
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Faurecia Emissions Control Technologies

FCA US LLC

FEV North America, Inc.

FieldCore

Faurecia is the world's sixth largest automotive supplier with four key Business Groups: Automotive Seating,

Emissions Control Technologies, Interior Systems and Automotive Exteriors. In 2013, the Group posted total sales of

nearly $23.5 billion and employed 100,000 people in 34 countries at 320 sites. Our teams are committed to helping

automakers differentiate their vehicles by making them lighter and more fuel-efficient, with trendsetting design

features and exceptional performance, applied inside, outside and under the vehicle. Faurecia designs, develops and

manufactures complex automotive systems for all the majora utomakers and supplies one in four vehicles worldwide.

FCA US LLC is a North American automaker based in Auburn Hills, Michigan. It designs, manufactures, and

sells or distributes vehicles under the Chrysler, Dodge, Jeep®, Ram, FIAT and Alfa Romeo brands, as well as the

SRT performance designation. The Company also distributes Mopar and Alfa Romeo parts and accessories. FCA

US is building upon the historic foundations of Chrysler Corp., established in 1925 by industry visionary Walter

P. Chrysler and Fabbrica Italiana Automobili Torino (F.I.A.T.), founded in Italy in 1899 by pioneering

entrepreneurs, including Giovanni Agnelli. FCA US is a member of the Fiat Chrysler Automobiles N.V. (FCA)

family of companies. (NYSE: FCAU/ MTA: FCA).

The FEV Group is an internationally recognized powertrain and vehicle engineering company that supplies

the global transportation industry. FEV offers a complete range of engineering services, providing support

across the globe to customers in the design, analysis, prototyping, powertrain and transmission development,

as well as vehicle integration, calibration and homologation for advanced internal combustion gasoline-,

diesel-, and alternative-fueled powertrains. FEV also designs, develops and prototypes advanced vehicle /

powertrain electronic control systems and hybrid-electric engine concepts that address future emission and

fuel economy standards. The company has expanded its engineering capabilities to include full vehicle syste

FieldCore, a GE company, is a new, independent industrial field services company. Our goal is to deliver the

highest standard of field services excellence and capabilities for GE Power and its customers. FieldCore brings

together the field services expertise and people from both Granite Services and GE's Power Services into one

organization focused on World-Class Execution. Driven by the values of safety, integrity and quality,

FieldCore is built to deliver operational excellence for customers in the power generation, oil & gas, nuclear,

and wind power markets.
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Flexware Innovation

Fluor Corp.

FM Global

Focal Point

Engineered with Integrity, Humility, and Grit since 1996. Flexware Innovation, Inc. is a leading technology integrator

who helps forward thinkers in manufacturing and related industries build comprehensive and long-lasting solutions

with ease.  Founded in 1996, Flexware continues to help companies leverage technology to solve real business

problems with teams of engineers focused on Software Development, Automation Engineering, Manufacturing

Systems Integration, Business Intelligence, and Internet of Things (IoT) devices. Flexware exists to unleash the

potential of technology, freeing people to focus on what's next.

Fluor Corporation is one of the world's largest publicly traded engineering, procurement, fabrication,

construction, maintenance, and project management companies. For more than a century, Fluor has become a

trusted global leader by providing exceptional services and technical knowledge. Clients rely on Fluor to deliver

world-class solutions that optimize their assets, improve their competitive position, and increase their long-term

success. Through our individual and collective expertise, Fluor's global workforce of more than 60,000 employees

provides cost-effective, intelligent solutions in a timely manner. Fluor maintains a network of more than 100

offices in 36 plus countries across six continents.

FM Global is one of the world's largest commercial and industrial property insurance and risk management

organizations specializing in property protection. More than one third of Fortune 1000 companies, as well as

leading international corporations, benefit from FM Global's superior financial strength, policy coverage, risk

management skills and extensive expertise in loss prevention engineering and research. Clients rely on FM

Global: To better understand the nature and causes of their risks, For sound loss prevention solutions that

safeguard properties against the threat of loss, For consistent cost-effective insurance and risk financing

solutions worldwide, To minimize business disruption and its financial impact if a loss occurs.

Focal Point is a Chicago-based family owned and operated architectural lighting manufacturer. Our vertically

integrated manufacturing facilities are fine-tuned to produce high quality products with short lead times. Using

the most advanced equipment and processes, Focal Point delivers a superior luminaire. Focal Point's

specification grade products are suited for a broad range of applications, and we're always reaching out to new

markets with innovative designs that are engineered by our own experts. Our ever-expanding product line is

sold and distributed via independent lighting agents worldwide .
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Ford Motor Company

G&W Electric Company

GAF

Garmin International

Ford Motor Company is about more than making world class vehicles-at Ford we Go Further to meet the

needs of our customers, the challenges of our industry and the issues confronting our world. In order to do

that, we are looking to attract the top talent-like you. Ford is a place where development is valued for all, and

employees are encouraged to learn, build skills and continuously improve year-after-year. When you work at

Ford, you and your team will Go Further each day to deliver great products, build a strong business and

contribute to a better world. The distance between you and an amazing career has never been shorter!

Since 1905, G&W Electric has helped energize the world with innovative power system solutions. With the

introduction of the first disconnecting cable terminating device, G&W began to build a reputation for engineering

custom solutions to meet the needs of system designers. Solutions which today extend far beyond cable accessory

products and provide the latest in load and fault interrupting switchgear, reclosers, system protection equipment

and distribution automation technology. Each G&W product is backed by extensive design and production testing

which often exceeds industry standards. Time tested, reliable performance is the hallmark of G&W Electric.

More homes and businesses in the U.S. are protected by a GAF roof than by any other product. We are the

leading roofing manufacturer in North America, with plants strategically located across the U.S. A member of

the Standard Industries family of companies, GAF is part of the largest roofing and waterproofing business in

the world. We're a leader at imagining new and better ways to protect homes, buildings, and infrastructures -

while also protecting the environment. Join us to reach new heights and make an impact from day one.

At Hemlock Semiconductor we're passionate about silicon-based technology - its versatility, its possibilities

and its unique potential to improve the world we share. Hemlock Semiconductor has been a leader in

polysilicon manufacturing for over 50 years. Our experience and technology have allowed us to develop a safe,

efficient, sustainable and cost-effective process to manufacture this highly critical material for the solar and

semiconductor industries. We offer exciting opportunities in chemical, mechanical, and electrical engineering,

as well as IT and Science & Technology. At Hemlock Semiconductor you will have the ability to make an

impact in a challenging work environment on day one. We look forward to meeting you!
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GE

General Atomics Aeronautical Systems, Inc.

General Dynamics Electric Boat

General Mills

GE (NYSE:GE) drives the world forward by tackling its biggest challenges: Energy, health, transportation-the

essentials of modern life. By combining world-class engineering with software and analytics, GE helps the

world work more efficiently, reliably, and safely. For more than 125 years, GE has invented the future of

industry, and today it leads new paradigms in additive manufacturing, materials science, and data analytics.

GE people are global, diverse and dedicated, operating with the highest integrity and passion to fulfill GE's

mission and deliver for our customers.  www.ge.com

General Atomics and its affiliated companies is one of the world's leading resources for high-technology ranging

from the nuclear fuel cycle to electromagnetic systems, remotely operated aircraft, airborne sensors and advanced

electronic, wireless and laser technologies.

Electric Boat is the world's foremost designer and builder of nuclear submarines, arguably the most complex

machines made by man. The company's industry leadership extends back over a century to 1899 when it

produced the first practical submarine for the U.S. Navy. We develop and apply state of the art technology to

the design and construction of nuclear powered submarines. With at team of highly skilled and dedicated

employees, we have successfully taken submarine technology to a new level.

General Mills is reshaping the future of food. We believe food makes us better. It nourishes our bodies, brings

us joy and connects us to each other. As one of the world's leading food companies, General Mills operates in

more than 100 countries and markets more than 100 consumer brands, including Cheerios, Nature Valley, Betty

Crocker, Yoplait, Annie's Homegrown, Old El Paso, Epic Provisions, Blue Buffalo and more. Are you

passionate about the future of food? You've come to the right table. We want the very best talent to help lead

something big.
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General Motors
Where the brightest minds come together to build exceptional automobiles and to strive towards being the best in

technology, safety, and innovation. Share your talent, your passion and your determination, and become part of a

revolution that's designing, building and selling the world's best vehicles.
Full-Time & Internship 

Opportunities
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GEODIS

Gestamp North America

Girtz Industries, Inc.

GEODIS is a Supply Chain Operator ranking among the top companies in its field in Europe and the World.

GEODIS, which is part of SNCF Logistics, which in turn is a business line of the SNCF Group, is the number one

Transport and Logistics operator in France and ranked number four in Europe. The international reach includes a

direct presence in 67 countries and a global network spanning over 120 countries. With its five lines of business

(Supply Chain Optimization, Freight Forwarding, Contract Logistics, Distribution & Express and Road

Transport), GEODIS manages its customers Supply Chain by providing end-to-end solutions enabled by our

people, our infrastructure, processes and systems.

Gestamp is an international leader in the design, development and manufacture of automotive components for

the main automotive manufacturers. Gestamp is specialized in developing innovatively designed products to

achieve increasingly safer and lighter vehicles and, thereby, reducing energy consumption and environmental

impact. The autoparts manufacturer promotes the training and development of its 41,000 employees, as they

are the growth engine of the company, which has presence in 21 countries and counts with more than 100

production plants and 13 R&D centres. The firm considers that training and innovation are two fundamental

pillars within Gestamp.

Girtz designs and manufactures electrical and mechanical power equipment including diesel and natural gas

generators, electrical distribution switchgear, and renewable energy systems.

@ Fair on Wednesday

Will have Seminar
Full-time

Opportunities

@ Fair on Tuesday

No Seminar
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Opportunities
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Gentex Corporation
Gentex is first and foremost a technology company, proficient in a wide range of core competencies that yield a

unique fusion of technologies. We currently develop and manufacture custom high-tech electronic products for

the automotive, aerospace, and commercial fire protection industries. But that's just the beginning, because

exploration, failure, persistence, and discovery are words we live by.

@ Fair on Wednesday
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Full-time & Internship

Opportunities
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Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company

Gotion, Inc.

Grain Processing Corporation

Goodyear is one of the world's largest tire companies. A Fortune 500 company, we employ nearly 70,000 people

and manufacture our products in 57 facilities in 23 countries around the world. We have built our foundation on a

commitment to forward-thinking innovation, and our industry-leading new product engine helps us bring new

products to market that feature the latest advances in materials and technologies. At Goodyear, we embrace the

diversity of our workforce and value the contribution of our employees. We strive to provide associates with a

safe work environment, the resources they need to do their jobs and ample opportunities for growth. These

objectives, coupled with competitive compensation and benefits, allow us to foster an environ

Gotion, a Silicon Valley based, multinational corporate funded company, focuses on designing, manufacturing,

and marketing system solutions for the emerging  Electrical Vehicle market.

Grain Processing Corporation (GPC) is a leading manufacturer of corn based products with facilities in

Muscatine, Iowa and Washington, Indiana.  GPC is a customer focused and forward looking company

providing innovative corn based products and differentiating services.   Beverage and industrial alcohols, food

products, pharmaceuticals, personal care products, industrial and modified starches, corn oil, feed products and

natural cat litters and fertilizers are just a few of the many products we manufacture.  GPC is known for the

highest quality products in the markets we serve.
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Full-time & Internship

Opportunities
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GLOBALFOUNDRIES
GLOBALFOUNDRIES is the world's first full-service semiconductor foundry with a truly global footprint.

Launched in March 2009, the company has quickly achieved scale as one of the largest foundries in the world,

providing a unique combination of advanced technology and manufacturing to more than 250 customers. With

operations in Singapore, Germany and the United States, GLOBALFOUNDRIES is the only foundry that offers

the flexibility and security of manufacturing centers spanning three continents. The company's 300mm fabs and

200mm fabs provide the full range of process technologies from mainstream to the leading edge.
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Graphic Packaging International, Inc.

H&M Industrial EPC

Halliburton

GPI designs smart and attractive packaging that stands out in the highly competitive retail marketplace. But, that's

just the beginning. Our global capabilities, systems expertise and packaging solutions deliver value to our

customers on many levels. Optimizing the supply chain. Securing product supply. Improving sustainability

metrics. Stretching marketing dollars. Boosting sales. Building brand loyalty.

H+M is an industrial engineering and construction company near Houston, TX that has been serving the Gulf

Coast for 30 years. We work on capital projects for the chemical, petrochemical and oil & gas industries.

Founded in 1919, Halliburton is one of the world's largest providers of products and services to the energy

industry. With 60,000 employees, representing 140 nationalities in more than 80 countries, the company helps

its customers maximize value throughout the lifecycle of the reservoir - from locating hydrocarbons and

managing geological data, to drilling and formation evaluation, well construction and completion, and

optimizing production throughout the life of the asset.

@ Fair on Tuesday

Will have Seminar
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Internship Opportunities

@ Fair Both Days
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Full-Time, Internship &

Co-Op Opportunities

Gulfstream Aerospace Corporation
Gulfstream engineers, manufactures and services the world's finest business aircraft. Headquartered in Savannah,

Georgia, USA, Gulfstream operates facilities on four continents and employs more than 15,000 people

worldwide.

@ Fair on Tuesday
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Internship Opportunities
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Hanley, Flight & Zimmerman, LLC
We are a boutique firm located in the heart of Chicago, specializing in United States and foreign patent

prosecution and patent counseling. Our team of practitioners includes many individuals having years of

industry experience as engineers and inventors prior to becoming patent attorneys. A combination of

significant real world engineering experience and legal experience results in a highly focused and skilled team

of practitioners who provide services to numerous Fortune 500 technology companies.

@ Fair on Wednesday

Will have Seminar

Full-Time & Internship

Opportunities
BME CompE EE ME



Harley-Davidson Motor Company

Harrison Steel Castings Co.

Helmer Scientific

We represent the Harley-Davidson® brand in a culture of diversity and continuous improvement doing what

the Bar and Shield has been doing since 1903 - fulfilling dreams of personal freedom. And, we're continuing

our legacy by building the next generation of riders around the world. This isn't just any company. And yours

isn't just any career. It's part of your story. Write it with us and make it legendary.

Harrison Steel is a family owned company that engineers and manufactures castings of 350 to 12,500 pounds, net

casting weight, for businesses in the agriculture, mining, and oil and gas industries. HS is located in Attica,

Indiana, where it was founded in 1906 by J.W. Harrison, as the National Car Coupler Company. Attica is a rural

city surrounded by traditional Midwest farmland that about 3,200 residents call home. Attica is a 40-minute drive

from Lafayette, Indiana or Danville, Illinois, and 1.5 hours from Indianapolis.

Helmer Scientific is an established, entrepreneurial, growth company headquartered in Noblesville, Indiana.

We design, integrate, manufacture, market, and distribute specialized medical and laboratory equipment to

clinical and life science customers in over 125 countries.

@ Fair on Wednesday

No Seminar

Co-Op
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Full-time & Internship
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Hemlock Semiconductor
At Hemlock Semiconductor we're passionate about silicon-based technology - its versatility, its possibilities

and its unique potential to improve the world we share. Hemlock Semiconductor has been a leader in

polysilicon manufacturing for over 50 years. Our experience and technology have allowed us to develop a safe,

efficient, sustainable and cost-effective process to manufacture this highly critical material for the solar and

semiconductor industries. We offer exciting opportunities in chemical, mechanical, and electrical engineering,

as well as IT and Science & Technology. At Hemlock Semiconductor you will have the ability to make an

impact in a challenging work environment on day one. We look forward to meeting you!

@ Fair on Tuesday
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Hendrickson
Hendrickson is the world's leading supplier of truck, tractor, and trailer air suspensions, auxiliary lift axle

systems, steel leaf springs, and bumpers for the heavy-duty transportation industry. Our products support

every major North American heavy-duty truck and trailer OEM, as well as many manufacturers in Europe,

Australia, Mexico, Japan, and Latin America.
@ Fair Both Days

No Seminar

Full-Time, Co-Op &

Internship Opportunities
AAE MEAgriE FYE



Hewlett Packard Enterprise
Hewlett Packard Enterprise is an industry leading technology company that enables customers to go further,

faster. With the industry's most comprehensive portfolio, spanning the cloud to the data center to workplace

applications, our technology and services help customers around the world make IT more efficient, more

productive and more secure.

@ Fair Both Days

Will have Seminar

Full-time & Internship

Opportunities
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Hillenbrand, Inc.
An exciting future awaits you at Hillenbrand. We're a global diversified industrial company with six market-

leading businesses that serve a variety of industries around the world. Our businesses-Coperion, Red Valve, 

 Rotex, Abel Pump Technology, TerraSource Global and Batesville-have long, successful histories of

innovation, using core technologies and leading applications expertise to develop and engineer product

solutions that dominate their markets.

@ Fair on Wednesday

No Seminar

Internship

Opportunities

Business CS

Honda
At Honda, we are a company built on dreams. These dreams inspire us to create innovative products that

enhance human mobility and benefit society as a whole. Driven by 'The Power of Dreams' way of thinking,

we have been inspired to move for with the highest intentions of making every dream a successful reality. We

have learned to move forward based on the initial visionary principles that our founder, Soichiro Honda,

created. Our success in the global marketplace is the result of our continued investment in America's future.

We thank our customers for the support and trust they've shown us. We look forward to challenging ourselves

to generate new products and services that bring value to our customers and society during the next 50 years.

@ Fair on Tuesday

Will have Seminar

Full-time & Internship

Opportunities
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Honda Aircraft Company
Honda Aircraft Company internship program is an excellent way to gain experience in your chosen field of

study alongside inspired, full-time aviation professionals. Students are assigned a mentor at the start of their

internship, and work closely with them. Immersing students in this way ensures they are provided with

consistent professional and technical guidance.The summer internship program is 10 weeks in length, and is

open to juniors, seniors and graduate students.

@ Fair on Wednesday

No Seminar

Full-time & Internship

Opportunities

AAE EE ME
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Hormel Foods Corporation

Howden Roots

Inspired People. Inspired Food.™ Hormel Foods Corporation, based in Austin, Minn., is a global branded food

company with over $9 billion in annual revenues across more than 80 countries worldwide. Its brands include

SKIPPY®, SPAM®, Hormel® Natural Choice®, Applegate®, Justin's®, Wholly Guacamole®, Hormel® Black

Label®, Columbus® and more than 30 other beloved brands. The company is a member of the S&P 500 Index

and the S&P 500 Dividend Aristocrats, was named one of "The 100 Best Corporate Citizens" by Corporate

Responsibility Magazine for the 10th year in a row, and has received numerous other awards and accolades for its

corporate responsibility and community service efforts.

Howden Roots designs, manufactures and supplies Roots positive displacement blowers, centrifugal

compressors, turbo fans, and control systems for industrial use.  Our equipment can be found in a wide array

of applications such as pneumatic conveying, wastewater treatment, vapor recompression, power generation

and metals refining. Howden Roots is an industry leader in the air and gas handling space supplying upwards

of 20,000 units annually to its customers from multiple manufacturing locations.

@ Fair on Tuesday
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Full-time & Internship

Opportunities

@ Fair Both Days
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Opportunities
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Honeywell
Honeywell invents and manufactures technologies that address some of the world's most critical challenges

around energy, safety, security, productivity and global urbanization. We are uniquely positioned to blend

physical products with software to support connected systems that improve homes, buildings, factories, utilities,

vehicles and aircraft, and that enable a safer, more comfortable and more productive world. 

@ Fair on Tuesday
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Internship Opportunities
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Hughes Network Systems, LLC
Hughes Network Systems, LLC (Hughes) is the global leader in satellite broadband solutions and services,

and a leading provider of managed network services and applications. HughesNet® is the #1 high-speed

satellite Internet service in the marketplace with over 900,000 subscribers in North America and offerings to

suit every budget. Hughes has shipped more than 4 million systems to customers in over 100 countries,

representing approximately 50 percent market share. Headquartered outside Washington, D.C., in

Germantown, Maryland, USA, Hughes operates sales and support offices worldwide, and is a wholly owned

subsidiary of EchoStar Corporation (NASDAQ: SATS), a premier global provider of satellite operations and

digital TV solutions.

@ Fair on Wednesday

No Seminar
Full-Time & Internship

Opportunities
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Hussmann

HX5 Sierra, LLC/TFOME

ince 1906, Hussmann has provided innovative products, services and solutions for preserving and merchandising

fresh foods. It is recognized throughout the world as a leader in manufacturing, selling, installing, and servicing

display equipment and refrigeration systems for customers in the retail food industry. It also provides a variety of

services to help food retailers become more efficient and effective. Hussmann serves several key markets,

including supermarkets, mass merchants,  convenience stores, drug stores, dollar and discount stores, and

foodservice operations.

The Test Facilities Operation, Maintenance and Engineering (TFOME) contract at the NASA Glenn Research

Center provides engineering and technical services in the areas of aeropropulsion and space propulsion and

power test facilities.   TFOME management is dedicated to excellence in service and to providing outstanding

technical opportunities for our employees. We specialize in providing unique products and services to NASA

Glenn. We are currently seeking candidates to join our team that will be providing facility and test

engineering support as part of the TFOME contract at NASA Glenn Research.

@ Fair on Tuesday

Will have Seminar

Full-time & Internship

Opportunities

@ Fair Both Days
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Opportunities
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HydraForce Inc.
HydraForce Inc., founded in 1985, is a premier manufacturer of hydraulic cartridge valves, electro-hydraulic

controls, integrated circuit manifolds, and electronic vehicle controls. Our commitment to quality and

innovation has allowed us to grow into a leading supplier of these products.HydraForce is aggressively

pursuing the hydraulic cartridge valve, electro-hydraulic control, custom integrated circuit manifold, and

electronic vehicle control markets. Since our founding in 1985, we have grown to become a world leading

supplier of these products. Our success is due to our commitment to innovation and quality in this challenging

marketplace. Our products consistently achieve the optimum combination of quality, efficiency, and

economy. 

@ Fair on Wednesday

No Seminar

Internship 

Opportunities

IE ME

ICF Next
ICF Next is a global marketing services agency. We challenge ourselves and our clients to confront market

and industry realities and tackle new challenges. Our 1,700+ deep bench of creatives, communicators,

strategists, technologists, and data analysts are committed to helping organizations to meet barriers head-on.

To find real value - sooner. And to create lasting change that leaves them better prepared to face the future.

@ Fair Both Days

Will have Seminar

Full Time

Opportunities

Business
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CS

EE
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Idaho National Laboratory

IMMI

Idaho National Laboratory is one of the Department of Energy?s 10 multiprogram national laboratories. The

laboratory performs work in each of the strategic goal areas of DOE ? energy, national security, environment

and science. The lab and its more than 3,300 scientists, engineers and support employees build on the

potential and promise of the theoretical for the benefit of the real world.

At IMMI, "Bringing Safety to People" is more than a slogan, it's our life-long mission. We're experts in safety,

with products that touch millions of lives all over the world. That's why we're constantly innovating and testing

new products, searching for ways to bring you home safely day after day. At IMMI, only the highest standards

will do, because you deserve nothing less than the best. Bringing Safety to People for more than 50 years, we are

IMMI.

@ Fair on Wednesday

No Seminar

Full-time, Internship &

Co-op Opportunities

@ Fair on Wednesday
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Opportunities
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Ingersoll Rand
Ingersoll Rand, a $14 billion global company with over 40,000 employees, is uniquely qualified to create and

sustain safe, comfortable and efficient environments.  Our people and our market leading brands, including Club

Car®, Ingersoll Rand®, Thermo King®, and Trane®, work together to inspire progress for our customers.

@ Fair on Tuesday

Will have Seminar

Full-time & Internship

Opportunities
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Ingedion Incorporated
Ingredion Incorporated (NYSE:INGR) is a leading global ingredients solutions provider specializing in nature-

based sweeteners, starches and nutrition ingredients. With customers in more than 40 countries, Ingredion,

formerly Corn Products International, serves approximately 60 diverse sectors in food, beverage, brewing,

pharmaceuticals and other industries. For more information, visit ingredion.com

@ Fair on Wednesday

No Seminar

Full-time, Internship & Co-

Op Opportunities

Business CHE IE

INNIO Group
Our diverse portfolio of reliable, economical and sustainable industrial gas engines generates 200 kW to 10 MW

of power for numerous industries globally. We can provide life cycle support to the more than 48,000 delivered

gas engines worldwide. And, backed by our service network in more than 100 countries, INNIO connects with

you locally for rapid response to your service needs. Headquartered in Jenbach, Austria, the business also has

primary operations in Welland, Ontario, Canada, and Waukesha, Wisconsin, US.

@ Fair on Tuesday

Will have Seminar

Full-time & Internship

Opportunities
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Innovative IDM

Institute of International Education

Innovative-IDM is a leader that specializes in the Motion Control and Industrial Automation industry.  We are

known for helping our customers battle lost productivity and eroded margins typically caused by production

bottlenecks, process inefficiencies, and equipment downtime failures.

The Institute of International Education has announced a new international scholarship program with Khalifa University of

Science and Technology in Abu Dhabi. Khalifa University (KU) is currently ranked about 315 in the world by QS and

Times Higher Education, and specializes exclusively as a STEM university. The international graduate student scholarship

program offers STEM students a full-ride, a generous tax-free stipend (approximately $2,500 per month), health insurance,

annual airfare travel to their home country, funding to attend international conferences, and opportunities and access to

research facilities that simply don't exist in the U.S. 

@ Fair Both Days

No Seminar

Full-time

Opportunities

@ Fair on Wednesday

No Seminar

Full-time 

Opportunities

AAE EE

Intellimodus
Intellimodus, LLC is a technology company that designs and develops control systems and industrial automated

solutions. We work with business leaders and companies who are looking for more agile solutions to improve

their operations, so they operate better tomorrow.

@ Fair on Wednesday

No Seminar

Full-time 

Opportunities
EE Engr. Ed

Intrinsix Corp.
Intrinsix Corp. is an advanced semiconductor design services firm. Our engineering teams focuse on mixed

signal/RF, and digital front-end design and verification, as well as full back-end physical implementation. 

 Commercial customers include: Automotive, Consumer & Mobile, Medical & Biotech, and Semiconductor

Manufacturers.  In the Aerospace and Defense markets our customers include all the major Primes as well as

many of the DoD agencies.  Intrinsix is a DMEA Accredited: Trusted Design Center

@ Fair on Wednesday

Will have Seminar

Full-time, Part-Time Co-Op

& Internship Opportunities

CompE EE

IE ME
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Jacobs
Jacobs leads the global professional services sector providing solutions for a more connected, sustainable world.

With approximately $12 billion in revenue and a talent force of more than 50,000, Jacobs provides a full spectrum

of services including scientific, technical, professional and construction- and program-management for business,

industrial, commercial, government and infrastructure sectors

@ Fair on Wednesday

No Seminar
AAE CE MSEEE Full-time, Part-Time Co-Op

& Internship Opportunities



Jayco, Inc
Located in Middlebury, IN, Jayco was established in 1968 to build high quality recreational vehicles (RVs)

for family enjoyment.  Today, we employ over 3,500 employees to meet the needs of our customers.  We are

looking for experienced engineering talent in design and electrical engineering roles and for students

interested in summer 2020 internships.  Let's start the conversation!

@ Fair on Wednesday

No Seminar

Full-time & Internship

Opportunities

ECE ME

JLL
JLL (NYSE: JLL) is a global commercial real estate services firm with a business line focused on the

maintenance and operation of material handling systems, robotics & industrial automation for e-commerce

clients. If you're ambitious and want to build a career in a growing technical field, we'd like to meet you.

We're looking to reimagine the world of real estate facilities management, but to do that, we need leaders who

can think big, help others to drive change, get things done, and inspire along the way. We're focused on

opportunity and want to help you make the most of yours. JLL is a Fortune 500 company with annual revenue

of $16.3 billion, operations in over 80 countries and a global workforce of over 90,000 as of December 31,

2018.

@ Fair Both Days
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Full-time, Internship & Co-

Op Opportunities
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John Deere
At John Deere, our nearly 60,000 employees are committed to those linked to the land. We are a global

company in size, but responsive to the needs of our local customers. The diverse backgrounds, talents, and

perspectives of our employees help our customers meet the world's dramatically increasing need for food,

fuel, shelter, and infrastructure. Our employees live by the core values of integrity, quality, commitment, and

innovation. And they are rewarded for the meaningful work they do each day.

@ Fair on Tuesday

Will have Seminar

Full-time & Internship

Opportunities
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Johnson & Johnson
Johnson & Johnson is the world's most comprehensive and broadly based manufacturer of health care

products, as well as a provider of related services, for the consumer, pharmaceutical and medical devices and

diagnostics markets. Johnson & Johnson is a Family of Companies:Approximately 109,200 employees, more

than 50,000 in the United States. More than 200 operating companies. Operations in 57 countries. Sells

products in more than 175 countries.

@ Fair on Wednesday

No Seminar
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Joint Warfare Analysis Center (JWAC)
The Joint Warfare Analysis Center (JWAC) is a global warfighting command. Our workforce provides

combatant commands, Joint Staff, and other customers with effects-based analysis and precision targeting

options for selected networks and nodes in order to carry out the national security and military strategies of

the United States during peace, crisis, and war. Our analytical and research teams apply social and physical

science techniques and engineering expertise to provide quick-turnaround technical solutions to support the

warfighter. MUST BE A US CITIZEN

@ Fair on Wednesday

No Seminar

Full-time & Internship

Opportunities

JR Automation
JR Automation was founded in 1980, and has grown to become one of the leading global systems integrators

and solutions providers for the industrial automation industry. With over 2,000 employees at 23

manufacturing facilities globally, we are looking ahead towards continued success and expansion while

servicing multiple industries, including automotive, aerospace, medical, and more. JR designs and builds

highly integrated manufacturing systems, including robotic welding, testing, dispensing, material handling,

and assembly solutions. JR's customer base includes the world's leading automotive, life sciences, aerospace,

electronics, and industrial manufacturers. With a keen focus on technological innovation and a str

@ Fair Wednesday
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Full-time, Internship & Co-

Op Opportunities
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Julian Electric Inc.
Julian Electric Inc., founded in 1959, is a value-added manufacturer of custom wiring harnesses, instrument

panel and control assemblies, heavy gauge battery cable and power cable assemblies and specialty feed-thru

and power components for OEM manufacturers of mobile machinery, industrial equipment and commercial

vehicles.

@ Fair Both Days

No Seminar

Full-time

Opportunities
IE

KAR Auction Services, Inc.
The KAR group of companies powers the world's most trusted automotive marketplaces through innovation,

technology and people. We provide sellers and buyers across the global wholesale used-vehicle industry with

industry-leading remarketing solutions. KAR's unique end-to-end platform supports whole-car auctions,

financing, logistics, reconditioning and other ancillary and related services. Headquartered in Carmel, Indiana,

KAR has more than 15,000 employees and maintains business units across the United States, Canada, Mexico

and Europe. Together, the KAR group of companies provides a complete auction solution for a wide range of

customers and their unique remarketing needs.
@ Fair Both Days
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Kennametal
Kennametal was founded in 1938. Customers across aerospace, earthworks, energy, general engineering and

transportation trust Kennametal's innovations in materials science, tooling and wear-resistant solutions.

Kennametal employs approximately 10,000 people around the globe serving customers in more than 60

countries. In fiscal year 2018, Kennametal reported sales of nearly 2.4 billion dollars. Experts in three

business segments Industrial, Infrastructure and WIDIA work directly on the customer shop floor, at the mine

face or on the construction site to solve problems and increase productivity.

@ Fair Both Days

No Seminar

Full/Part-Time & Co-Op

Internship Opportunities

Keysight Technologies
Keysight Technologies Inc. (NYSE: KEYS) is the world's leading electronic measurement company,

transforming today's measurement experience through innovations in wireless, modular, and software

solutions. With its HP and Agilent legacy, Keysight delivers solutions in wireless communications, aerospace

and defense and semiconductor markets with world-class platforms, software and consistent measurement

science. The company's over 12,500 employees serve customers in more than 100 countries.

@ Fair on Tuesday

Will have Seminar

Full-time & Internship

Opportunities

CompE

CS

EE

MSE

ME

Phys

Kiewit
As one of North America's largest, most respected construction and engineering organizations, with 2018

revenues of $9 billion, Kiewit exists to make a difference. We improve and connect communities across the

United States, Canada, and Mexico through complex projects in transportation, water/wastewater, power, oil,

gas and chemical, building, industrial and mining. Our services are as diverse as the skills of our 20,000-

strong workforce to whom we provide challenging, honest work in a caring and collaborative culture. A sense

of adventure, pride and fulfillment is built into every career at Kiewit.

@ Fair on Tuesday

Will have Seminar

Full-time  & Internship

Opportunities
CE

Kimball Electronics
Kimball Electronics offers complete product life cycle support for electronic manufacturing assemblies in the Medical,

Industrial, Automotive, and Public Safety market segments. Our electronics design and electronic manufacturing

services (EMS) core focus is vital in the creation of durable products that require high reliability. These products

perform exceptionally well in even the most challenging environments. At Kimball Electronics, we value our contract

electronics customers and their unique needs and expectations. Our customer focus and dedication to unparalleled

excellence in electronic assembly design and manufacturing, has resulted in proven success in the contract electronics

manufacturing industry.

@ Fair Both Days

No Seminar

Full- Time, Internship &

Co-Op Opportunities
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Kimball International
Kimball International, Inc. is a leading manufacturer of design driven, technology savvy, high quality

furnishings sold under the Company's family of brands: National Office Furniture, Kimball and Kimball

Hospitality. Our diverse portfolio provides solutions for the workplace, learning, healing and hospitality

environments. Customers can access our products globally through a variety of distribution channels.

Recognized with a reputation for excellence as a trustworthy company and recognized with the Great Place to

Work® designation, Kimball International is committed to a high performance culture that is committed to

sound ethics, continuous improvement and social responsibility.
@ Fair on Tuesday

Will have Seminar

Full-Time & Co-Op

Internship Opportunities

Kimberly-Clark Corporation
Kimberly-Clark is an $18+ billion global business with top brands including Kleenex®, Scott®, Huggies®,

Cottonelle®, Depend® and U by Kotex®. Kimberly-Clark has been an industry leader for more than 145

years, inventing new product categories and reinventing how we can better serve our consumers and

customers. We seek Original Thinkers to be part of a growing team that delivers disruptive solutions and

exceptional consumer experiences. At Kimberly-Clark, you will be part of an entrepreneurial team with the

freedom to express yourself, develop your capabilities and grow your career. You will work with others who

are inspired to do their best in a unique environment where diversity is expected, and original thinking is

welcomed. You stand

@ Fair on Tuesday

Will have Seminar

Co-Op

Opportunities

BME

CHE

CompE

CS

EE

IDE

Kirby Risk
 Kirby Risk Corporation is a multi-faceted company, dedicated to understanding and meeting our business

partners  needs with innovative, effective solutions. Our experience and network of resources provide

customers with reliable technical assistance, logistics management, communications systems and quality

products that not only meet their requirements, but also enhance their competitive position.

@ Fair Both Days

No Seminar

Full-time  & Internship

Opportunities
Business

Koch Industries, Inc. 
Koch companies have a presence in nearly 60 countries and employ about 60,000 people. They have invested about

$45 billion in acquisitions and other capital expenditures since 2003 to make life better around the world by efficiently

converting resources into products and services that people depend on every day. Koch companies are involved in

refining, chemicals and biofuels; forest and consumer products; fertilizers; polymers and fibers; process and pollution

control equipment and technologies; commodity trading and services; minerals; ranching; and investments. 

@ Fair Both Days

No Seminar

Internship

Opportunities
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Kimball International
Kimball International, Inc. is a leading manufacturer of design driven, technology savvy, high quality

furnishings sold under the Company's family of brands: National Office Furniture, Kimball and Kimball

Hospitality. Our diverse portfolio provides solutions for the workplace, learning, healing and hospitality

environments. Customers can access our products globally through a variety of distribution channels.

Recognized with a reputation for excellence as a trustworthy company and recognized with the Great Place to

Work® designation, Kimball International is committed to a high performance culture that is committed to

sound ethics, continuous improvement and social responsibility.
@ Fair on Tuesday

Will have Seminar

Full-Time & Co-Op

Internship Opportunities

Kimberly-Clark Corporation
Kimberly-Clark is an $18+ billion global business with top brands including Kleenex®, Scott®, Huggies®,

Cottonelle®, Depend® and U by Kotex®. Kimberly-Clark has been an industry leader for more than 145

years, inventing new product categories and reinventing how we can better serve our consumers and

customers. We seek Original Thinkers to be part of a growing team that delivers disruptive solutions and

exceptional consumer experiences. At Kimberly-Clark, you will be part of an entrepreneurial team with the

freedom to express yourself, develop your capabilities and grow your career. You will work with others who

are inspired to do their best in a unique environment where diversity is expected, and original thinking is

welcomed. You stand

@ Fair on Tuesday

Will have Seminar

Co-Op

Opportunities

BME

CHE

CompE
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IDE

Kirby Risk
 Kirby Risk Corporation is a multi-faceted company, dedicated to understanding and meeting our business

partners  needs with innovative, effective solutions. Our experience and network of resources provide

customers with reliable technical assistance, logistics management, communications systems and quality

products that not only meet their requirements, but also enhance their competitive position.

@ Fair Both Days

No Seminar

Full-time  & Internship

Opportunities
Business

Koch Industries, Inc. 
Koch companies have a presence in nearly 60 countries and employ about 60,000 people. They have invested about

$45 billion in acquisitions and other capital expenditures since 2003 to make life better around the world by efficiently

converting resources into products and services that people depend on every day. Koch companies are involved in

refining, chemicals and biofuels; forest and consumer products; fertilizers; polymers and fibers; process and pollution

control equipment and technologies; commodity trading and services; minerals; ranching; and investments. 

@ Fair Both Days

No Seminar

Internship

Opportunities
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Kohler Company
That pioneering spirit of ingenuity is what led John Michael Kohler to acquire a cast iron foundry in 1873,

which today has grown into an organization of 37,000 associates with more than 50 manufacturing locations

on six continents. He understood the two essentials of exceptional design: a commitment to craftsmanship and

quality, and a willingness to be bold. With our global headquarters located in Kohler, Wisconsin, we are best

known for plumbing products, but Kohler Company also manufactures cabinetry and tile, engines, and

generators and is the owner of two five-star resort destinations. Kohler has a belief in encouraging and

offering opportunities to its associates for professional and personal development.
@ Fair on Tuesday

No Seminar

Full-Time & Internship

Opportunities

Kohl's
At Kohl's, our mission is to inspire and empower families to lead fulfilled lives. And there's no more

rewarding job than that. Because it's not just about selling things. It's about letting customers know that the

things that make their lives better are within their reach. We build great brands, launch new technologies to

make shopping easier, contribute our time and dollars to improve the world we live in and dream up ways to

empower our customers and Associates to create a life they love. Our Associates make a difference in the

lives of our customers. Let us make a difference in yours. Welcome to Kohl's.

@ Fair on Wednesday

No Seminar

Internship

Opportunities
IE

Kokosing
We are a family-owned company, offering clients the accessibility of a local firm, with the stability and

resources of the largest contractor in the Midwest.  Leveraging the individual strengths of our companies, we

collectively provide client with more resources, capability, experience and value than any other self-

performing contractor.  Project range includes heavy civil/industrial, marine, material supply, natural gas,

pipelines, power, transportation, and water/wastewater facilities.

@ Fair on Tuesday

No Seminar

Full-time, Co-Op  &

Internship Opportunities
CE

Kroger
Kroger Family of Companies employs nearly half a million associates who serve customers in 2,782 retail food stores

under a variety of local banner names in 35 states.  Our Family of Companies also operates 2,268 pharmacies, 274 fine

jewelry stores, 1,489 supermarket fuel centers and 38 food production plants in the United States.  Kroger is dedicated

to our Purpose: to Feed the Human Spirit™ by serving America through food inspiration and uplift and creating

#ZeroHungerZeroWaste communities by 2025.  Careers with The Kroger Co. and our family of companies offer

competitive wages, flexible schedules, benefits and room for advancement.

@ Fair on Wednesday

No Seminar

Full-Time, Internship &

Co-Op Opportunities

ConstrE

EE

Accepts All Majors

ME



Kubica Corp
Kubica Corp is a full service Controls System Integrator that manages projects from start to finish. We craft

solutions that are particular to specific customer needs. We specialize in Electrical Engineering, Mechanical

Engineering, Industrial Engineering, Software Engineering and Control Engineering, and offer numerous

services: PLC Programming, HMI Programming, SCADA Design, Robotics Integration, RFID Asset

Tracking Systems, Predictive Maintenance, Air Management Systems, Chemical Management, Factory 

 Scheduling Systems

@ Fair Both Days

No Seminar

Full-Time

Opportunities

L3Harris
L3Harris Technologies is an agile global aerospace and defense technology innovator, delivering end-to-end

solutions that meet customers' mission-critical needs. The company provides advanced defense and

commercial technologies across air, land, sea, space and cyber domains. L3Harris has approximately $17

billion in annual revenue, 50,000 employees and customers in more than 130 countries. Dedicated to

recruiting and developing diverse, high-performing talent who are passionate about what they do. Our

employees are unified in a shared dedication to our customers’ mission and quest for professional growth.

L3Harris provides an inclusive, engaging environment designed to empower employees and promote work-

life success.

@ Fair Both Days

No Seminar

Full-Time & Internship

Opportunities

Land O' Lakes
Land O'Lakes, Inc., one of America's premier agribusiness and food companies, is a member-owned

cooperative with industry-leading operations that span the spectrum from agricultural production to consumer

foods. With 2018 annual sales of $15 billion, Land O'Lakes is one of the nation's largest cooperatives, ranking

216 on the Fortune 500. Building on a legacy of more than 97 years of operation, Land O'Lakes today

operates some of the most respected brands in agribusiness and food production including LAND O LAKES®

Dairy Foods, Purina Animal Nutrition, WinField United and Land O'Lakes SUSTAIN. The company does

business in all 50 states and more than 60 countries. Land O'Lakes, Inc. corporate headquarters are located in

Arden Hills, Minn.
@ Fair on Wednesday

No Seminar

Full-time & Internship

Opportunities

Landis+Gyr
Landis+Gyr is the leading global provider of integrated energy management solutions for the utility sector. Offering

one of the broadest portfolios of products and services to address complex industry challenges, the company delivers

comprehensive solutions for the foundation of a smarter grid, including smart metering, distribution network sensing

and automation tools, load control, and analytics. Landis+Gyr operates in over 30 countries across five continents.

With sales of approximately USD 1.7 billion, the company employs 6,000 people with the sole mission of helping the

world manage energy better.

@ Fair Both Days

No Seminar

Full-Time, Internship &

Co-Op Opportunities

CE

Accepts All Majors
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Lawson-Fisher Associated P.C.
LFA creates projects that people and communities value. We specialize in delivering innovation and vision in

Transportation, Bridges and Structural, Water Resources, Survey, Construction Inspection and Civil Site from

concept to completion. Collaboration and team work comprise the foundation of everything we do. LFA

strives to deliver the best design solutions with every project.

@ Fair Wednesday

No Seminar

Full-Time, Internship &

Co-Op Opportunities

Lennox International
Innovate your career. When you choose Lennox International, you know you're getting the best. That is why

when you work at Lennox International, you know you are among the best. As a leading innovator of home

and commercial, heating, cooling, refrigeration, air-quality, and related services, Lennox International is

committed to helping our people innovate our products and their careers. Join over 12,000 employees

worldwide who build our heritage of integrity and innovation. At Lennox International, we make your home,

your businesses, and your work, a better place.

@ Fair on Wednesday

No Seminar

Co-Op & Internship

Opportunities

Lincoln Electric Co.
Lincoln Electric is the world leader in the design, development and manufacture of arc welding products,

robotic arc welding systems, plasma and oxy-fuel cutting equipment and has a leading global position in the

brazing and soldering alloys market.  Headquartered in Cleveland, Ohio, Lincoln has 60 manufacturing

locations, including operations and joint ventures in 19 countries and a worldwide network of distributors and

sales offices covering more than 160 countries. 

@ Fair on Tuesday

No Seminar

Full-time, Internship, &

Co-Op Opportunities

Lockhead Martin
Driven by innovation and integrity, Lockheed Martin employees dream big and then turn those dreams into reality.  

 Every day the men and women of Lockheed Martin are reminded of the vital importance of the work they do in

support of our customers missions. Lockheed Martin is a leading systems integrator and global security company

principally engaged in creating systems vital to the safety and security of free nations. We design and manufacture

platforms such as aircraft, ships, satellites and land vehicles that support the U.S. armed forces and allied nations. We

also partner with the Department of Homeland Security to assist in keeping Americans safe from the adversaries of

freedom. 

@ Fair Both Days

No Seminar
Full-Time & Internship

Opportunities
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Logan Aluminum
Through our team culture, lean manufacturing and commitment to customers, we currently rank as the #1

supplier of aluminum can sheet. Knowing that together we can be the best, Logan values team members

through a progressive benefits program that supports employee wellness and provides security in retirement.

Along with taking care of the Logan family, we take care of our community and our environment.

@ Fair Both Days

No Seminar

Full-Time, Internship &

Co-Op Opportunities

L'OREAL
We wake up every morning because there is excitement in knowing that everyone we work with has a

tremendous impact on a larger vision. We empower billions of people to be the canvas for self-expression

inspiring confidence and self-belief every day. When they feel good, we feel good. It's contagious! That's why

we surround ourselves with other 82 600 L'Oréal driven thinkers and doers to spark innovation and build a

true leading brand powerhouse offering beauty for all across 36 international brands and 140 countries. When

we create a product or experience that makes our hearts beat faster, we know we're onto something.

Something that will win the hearts and minds of another billion.

@ Fair on Tuesday

Will have Seminar

Full-Time, Co-Op &

Internship Opportunities

Louis Dreyfus Company
Louis Dreyfus Company is a leading merchant and processor of agricultural goods, leveraging its global reach

and extensive asset network to deliver for its customers around the world - safely, responsibly and reliably.

Today we help to feed and clothe some 500 million people, originating, processing and transporting

approximately 80 million tons of products annually.

@ Fair on Wednesday

No Seminar

Internship

Opportunities

Lutron Electronics
Lutron is the worldwide leader in lighting controls and automated shading solutions, with our world headquarters in the

Lehigh Valley of Pennsylvania and engineering offices in Boston, Philadelphia, Austin and South Florida. We are a

privately held systems company that is technology-centric and people-driven. Our products range from the individual

dimmer that replaces a standard on/off light switch to software applications that control the "Internet of Things"

devices in a home to total commercial control systems. With Lutron, you can now control your lights, shades and

temperature from anywhere in the world.

@ Fair on Wednesday

No Seminar
Full-Time, Co-Op &

Internship Opportunities
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LyondellBasell Industries
LyondellBasell is one of the world's largest polymers, petrochemicals and fuels companies.  We are the global

leader in polyolefin technology, production and marketing; a pioneer in propylene oxide and derivatives; a

significant producer of advanced fuel products; and the operator of one of North America's largest full-

conversion refineries. LyondellBasell is the world's third-largest independent chemical company. We have

annual revenues of approximately $51 billion* and more than 14,000 employees worldwide.  Our major

administrative offices are located in Houston, Texas, and Rotterdam, Netherlands. LyondellBasell has 55

manufacturing sites in 17 countries and our products are sold in approximately 100 countries.

@ Fair on Tuesday

Will have Seminar

Co-Op 

Opportunities

Mammotome
At Mammotome, we are committed to providing best-in-class technology to help clinicians accurately

diagnose breast cancer. We provide clinicians devices spanning the breast cancer diagnostic care continuum

from tissue biopsy to accurate lesion removal, never forgetting that at the heart of each breast cancer diagnosis

is the patient. Through our ever-expanding product portfolio we strive every day to improve the patient's

journey and achieve better outcomes. Headquartered in Cincinnati, Ohio, the Mammotome brand is sold in

over 50 different countries throughout the world.

@ Fair on Tuesday

No Seminar

Co-Op & Internship

Opportunities

Manhard Consulting
Manhard Consulting is a full-service consulting civil engineering, surveying, water resources, and land

planning firm offering comprehensive professional services.  After nearly four decades, the Manhard name is

synonymous with engineering excellence. We continue to lead the industry as one of the most progressive and

technologically advanced civil engineering firms in the country. Our diverse client list ranges from the

number one company on the Fortune 500 list to small, privately-held developers. Manhard's current workload

includes retail/commercial, mixed-use, transportation, industrial, municipal, residential, educational,

healthcare and office developments across the country.

@ Fair on Tuesday

Will have Seminar

Full-Time & Internship

Opportunities

Manhattan Mechanical
Manhattan Mechanical Services is a unique organization that can provide support to our customers in multiple areas;

including process piping, structural steel, equipment setting, scaffolding, and insulation for heavy industrial facilities. 

 MMS specializes in providing Turnkey projects to our customers.  We possess every asset to see our projects through

to a successful completion; from the engineering/planning phase through start up activities.

@ Fair Both Days

No Seminar

Full-Time

Opportunities
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Marathon Petroleum Company
Marathon Petroleum Corporation is a leading, integrated, downstream energy company headquartered in

Findlay, Ohio. The company operates the nation's largest refining system with more than 3 million barrels per

day of crude oil capacity across 16 refineries. Marathon Petroleum's marketing system includes branded

locations across the US. Speedway LLC, a Marathon Petroleum subsidiary, owns & operates retail

convenience stores across the US. Marathon Petroleum also owns the general partner & majority limited

partner interests. in two midstream companies, MPLX LP & Andeavor Logistics LP, which own & operate

gathering, processing, & fractionation assets, as well as crude oil & light product transportation & logistics

infrastructure.
@ Fair on Tuesday

Will have Seminar

Internship & Co-Op 

Opportunities

Mastercard
We are the global technology company behind the world's fastest payments processing network. We are a

vehicle for commerce, a connection to financial systems for the previously excluded, a technology innovation

lab, and the home of Priceless®. We ensure every employee has the opportunity to be a part of something

bigger and to change lives.  We believe as our company grows, so should you. We believe in connecting

everyone to endless, priceless possibilities..
@ Fair on Wednesday

No Seminar

Full-Time & Internship

Opportunities

Material Handling
Founded in 1999, Material Handling Systems (MHS) is a global systems integrator for the parcel sortation and

warehouse automation industries. The MHS group of companies provides design, engineering and consulting

services, field construction services, and after-sales services as part of a turnkey automation solution. Our

manufacturing group designs and builds automated sorters, conveyors, extendable loader/unloaders and

structural steel support systems. MHS has an installed base of over $5 billion globally. Our 2,000+ engineers,

construction resources, and project management professionals will complete more than 100 automation

projects annually.

@ Fair on Wednesday

Will have Seminar

Full-Time, Internship &

Co-Op Opportunities

Math Works
The MathWorks is the leading developer and supplier of technical computing software in the world. Employing more

than 4,000 people, The MathWorks was founded in 1984 and is headquartered in Natick, Massachusetts, with offices

and representatives throughout the world. The company has been profitable every year since its inception and is

privately held.

@ Fair on Wednesday

Will have Seminar

Full-Time, Internship &

Co-Op Opportunities
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Matrix Technologies Inc.
Matrixx technologies is a nation wide, multi-discipline engineering service provider.

@ Fair on Wednesday

No Seminar

Business
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McDonnell Boehnen Hulbert & Berghoff LLP
McDonnell Boehnen Hulbert & Berghoff LLP is a progressive intellectual property law firm focusing on the

needs of technology-driven companies. Our clients range from Fortune 100 companies to entrepreneurial

start-ups, in nearly every field, including biotechnology, business methods, chemical, computing, electrical,

mechanical and materials, pharmaceuticals and diagnostics, and telecommunications. Our work includes all

facets of intellectual property litigation, prosecution, and counseling. We are experienced in procurement,

licensing, enforcement, and defense of patents, trademarks, and copyrights in a number of technological

disciplines and product categories.
@ Fair on Wednesday

Will have Seminar

Full-Time 

Opportunities

Meijer
It takes guts to start a business during the Great Depression. And it takes vision to keep it going. Our founder,

Hendrik Meijer, opened Thrifty Acres in 1934. Almost thirty years later, his son, Fred, pioneered the world's

first ever supercenter - setting the table for who we are today: a multi-billion-dollar household name in retail.

Of course, we're not done. Not by a long shot. We recently launched the nation's largest grocery home-

delivery service - reinventing the business of grocery shopping, again. A lot has changed over the years,

except for one thing; we're still family owned. And that sense of family runs deep in everything we do. It's the

difference between selling a product and serving a community, and it's the reason we've

@ Fair on Tuesday

No Seminar

Internship

Opportunities

Mercedes Benz U.S. International, Inc.

Mercedes-Benz U.S. International, Inc. (MBUSI) is the production location for the GLE, GLS, and the GLE

Coupe Sport Utility Vehicles, as well as the C-Class sedan. In 2018, the plant produced for the 235,000

vehicles and our plant has built more than 3 million vehicles in its nearly 20+ years of production in the State

of Alabama. In September 2017, Mercedes-Benz Cars announced plans to expand its production footprint in

Alabama and the United States with a $1 billion investment for our second campus. The expansion includes

construction of a new battery plant to prepare the plan to build electric vehicles at the beginning of the next

decade. MBUSI currently employs more than 3,700 Team Members.

@ Fair on Tuesday

Will have Seminar

Full-Time, Internship &

Co-Op Opportunities

Mercury Systems
Mercury Systems is leading Commercial Provider of secure sensor and mission processing subsystems. We are

pioneering a next generation defense electronics business model specifically designed to meet the current industry's

current and emerging technology needs. The size and makeup of our organization enable forward thinking,

entrepreneurial professionals thrive and prosper.

@ Fair on Wednesday

No Seminar

Full-Time

Opportunities
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METECS
METECS is an accomplished small business firm located next to the Johnson Space Center (JSC) in Houston,

Texas specializing in high-fidelity simulation development and analysis. Founded in 2003, the company has

grown by an order of magnitude over the past four years. The attraction and retention of top-quality staff are

indicators of success in our business and management approaches.
@ Fair on Wednesday

No Seminar

Full-Time & Internship

Opportunities

Michelin North America
Dedicated to the improvement of sustainable mobility, Michelin (www.michelin.com) designs, manufactures

and sells tires for every type of vehicle, including airplanes, automobiles, bicycles, earthmovers, farm

equipment, heavy duty trucks, motorcycles and the space shuttle. The company also publishes travel guides,

maps and atlases covering Europe, Asia, Africa and North America.  Michelin is recognized as the leading

innovator in the tire industry. The Michelin brand is the top selling tire brand worldwide.
@ Fair on Tuesday

Will have Seminar

Full-time, Internship &

Co-Op Opportunities

Micron Technology
For more than 40 years, Micron's teams of dreamers, visionaries, and scientists have redefined innovation-

designing and building some of the world's most advanced memory and semiconductor technologies. We

develop the technologies that transform what's possible. In fact, you likely use our memory every day-in

products from computing, networking, and server applications, to mobile, embedded, consumer, automotive,

and industrial designs. As one of the most prolific patent holders in the world we continually rethink, recast,

and advance new ideas to bring innovation to broader markets and find ways our technology can inspire new

applications or make fundamental improvements to existing designs.

@ Fair on Wednesday

No Seminar

Full-Time, Internship &

Co-Op Opportunities

Microsoft Corporation
No matter what your passion is, you'll find it here.  Imagine the opportunities you'll have in a company with 127,000

employees in more than 100 countries, working on hundreds of products-spanning games, phones, developer tools,

business solutions and operating systems.  We work hard, but we value work/life balance, and each of us defines what

that means to us.  So why not explore what we do, where we do it, and what life is really like at Microsoft.  You just

might be surprised.
@ Fair on Wednesday

No Seminar

Full-Time & Internship

Opportunities
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Midwestern Engineers, Inc.
Providing quality engineering services since 1959, Midwestern Engineers, Inc., is an experienced, multi-discipline

consulting engineering firm with offices in Loogootee, Indiana, and Indianapolis, Indiana. Our company is owned and

managed by a Board of Directors who are Professional Engineers and Professional Land Surveyors trained in Civil,

Mechanical, Electrical Engineering and Land Surveying.  Our core competencies are in the water resources industry,

specializing in drinking water, wastewater, and stormwater solutions.

@ Fair on Wednesday

No Seminar

Full-Time & Internship

Opportunities
CE EE EEE FYE ME



Miebach Consulting
Supply Chain Engineering designs network structures, processes and installations in the Supply Chain.

Accordingly, Supply Chain Engineering must pay full attention to both strategy and technology. Developing

solutions is engineering driven, considering the strategic framework. If we talk as Supply Chain Engineers

about relocation strategies we know the service demands of markets, the effects on the material flow and IT in

a distribution centre or production line.  Strategy discussions are based on the knowledge of the potentials and

functions of material flow techniques, transport costs and processes. Miebach is ready to calculate and

simulate all this in detail. This enriches our planning, secures calculate

@ Fair on Both Days

No Seminar

Full-Time & Internship

Opportunities

Mobile Drill Intl
Mobile Drill Intl manufactures a full line of drill rigs and tooling servicing the Geotechnical, Environmental,

Mineral Exploration, Water Well and Seismic industries. MDI is structured to not only be a supplier for our

customers, but also a resource to assist with the growth of their business. MDI manufactures both mechanical

and hydraulic driven drills along with an extensive inventory of tooling - with shipments going out globally

each day.

@ Fair on Tuesday

No Seminar

Full-time, Internship, Part-

time & Co-Op Opportunities

Modineer
Modineer is a privately-held contract manufacturer based out of Michigan in the steel fabrication business

with over 1k employees and over 1.2mm ft2 manufacturing space across the Midwest. Our capabilities

include heavy gauge stamping, fiber optic lasers, machine/finish/assembly, welding (MIG, TIG, laser),  turret,

roll-forming, tube-bending plus140k ft2 of painting space  (e-coat, powder coat, CARC).  We also produce

over 800k steel and aluminum tanks/year at our Hoosier Tank location in South Bend, IN.  In addition to

being a current defense contractor, we are tier one to Big Three Auto and also focus on the heavy truck,

construction, and agriculture industries.

@ Fair on Tuesday

Will have Seminar

Full-Time & Internship

Opportunities

Molex, LLC
Molex brings together innovation and technology to deliver electronic solutions to customers worldwide. With a

presence in more than 40 countries, Molex offers a full suite of solutions and services for many markets, including data

communications, consumer electronics, industrial, automotive, commercial vehicle and medical.

@ Fair on Both Days

Will Have Seminar

Full-Time & Internship

Opportunities
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Morrison Container Handling Solutions
Founded in 1971 by President Nick Wilson, Morrison Container Handling Solutions is well known in the

packaging industry for developing customer focused, simple and innovative solutions for container handling

needs. The company was started by Nick Wilson in 1971 to provide superior bottle handling parts and timing

screws and has now grown to be recognized as the source for innovative container-handling solutions, even

for the most difficult rigid or semi rigid containers. Since its inception, Morrison has provided solutions for

companies within the United States and internationally.  Morrison is well known industry-wide for attentive

service to a wide variety of customers' container handling needs - always with Support Built In.

@ Fair on Wednesday

No Seminar

Full-Time & Internship

Opportunities

Mussett Nicholas & Associates
Mussett Nicholas offers clients across a broad range of industries expertise in every phase of design,

construction and project management including mechanical, electrical, and architectural services.  Our

business focus is primarily facilities engineering assisting our clients in the development of mechanical design

for plumbing and HVAC systems for construction projects and electrical design for power distribution

systems, interior/exterior lighting systems, fire alarm, voice/data, sound, or security systems for construction

projects.

@ Fair on Wednesday

No Seminar

Full-time & Internship

Opportunities

National Air & Space Intelligence Center (NASIC)

NASIC is the DoD's center of excellence for foreign air and space threats.  NASIC's key customers include

the President of the United States, Congress and the Nation's most senior military leaders who form the US

defense policy decisions using NASIC intelligence products for relevancy.

@ Fair on Both Days

Will have Seminar

Full-Time 

Opportunities

National Nuclear Security Administration
Established by Congress in 2000, NNSA is a semi-autonomous agency within the U.S. Department of Energy

responsible for enhancing national security through the military application of nuclear science. NNSA maintains and

enhances the safety, security, and effectiveness of the U.S. nuclear weapons stockpile without nuclear explosive

testing; works to reduce the global danger from weapons of mass destruction; provides the U.S. Navy with safe and

effective nuclear propulsion; and responds to nuclear and radiological emergencies in the United States and abroad.

@ Fair on Both Days

Will Have Seminar

Full-Time, Internship,

Co-Op & Part-Time

Opportunities
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National Security Agency
The National Security Agency/Central Security Service (NSA/CSS) is a key member of the Intelligence

Community and, by its very nature, requires a high degree of confidentiality. The Agency collects, processes,

and disseminates intelligence information from foreign electronic signals for national foreign intelligence and

counterintelligence purposes and to support military operations. NSA/CSS is also tasked with preventing

foreign adversaries from gaining access to classified national security information.

@ Fair Both Days

Will Have Seminar

Full-Time, Internship,

Co-Op & Part-Time

Opportunities

Naval Nuclear Laboratory
At Naval Nuclear Laboratory, we develop advanced naval nuclear propulsion technology, ensuring the safety

and reliability of our Navy's submarine and aircraft carrier Fleets. We are proud to work closely with the

Navy, training the Sailors who operate our reactors.

@ Fair on Tuesday

No Seminar

Full-time 

Opportunities

Naval Surface Warfare Center-NSWC-Crane Division
Our organization provides the opportunity for meaningful work to serve our country without joining the

military! NSWC Crane provides technical engineering solutions and total lifecycle leadership for many of the

systems that protect and enable the Warfighter. Every decision we make, technology we create, or business

relationship we foster is performed with the fighting man and woman in mind. Provide engineering and

technical support for SENSORS, ELECTRONICS, ELECTRONIC WARFARE and SPECIAL WARFARE

WEAPONS. In summary, you will have a chance to work on cutting edge technology!

@ Fair on Both Days

Will have Seminar

Full-Time, Internship &

Co-Op Opportunities

Navistar Inc.
Navistar is a leading manufacturer of commercial trucks, buses, defense vehicles and engines. Wherever ingenuity

drives global markets, you'll find us taking the lead.

@ Fair on Tuesday

No Seminar

Full-Time & Internship

Opportunities
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Nestle USA
Foods people love. Brands people trust. And a career that nourishes your future like no other. At Nestlé USA,

we provide high-quality products that are essential to living well. As individuals and teams, we embrace

leadership, make important contributions, and support each other's professional development.Join the world's

leading nutrition, health and wellness company, and deliver the satisfying foods that help people around the

world through every phase of life.

@ Fair on Tuesday

Will have Seminar

Full-time

Opportunities
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Newell Brands
Newell Brands (NASDAQ: NWL) is a leading global consumer goods company with a strong portfolio of

well-known brands, including Paper Mate®, Sharpie®, Dymo®, EXPO®, Parker®, Elmer's®, Coleman®,

Marmot®, Oster®, Sunbeam®, FoodSaver®, Mr. Coffee®, Graco®, Baby Jogger®, NUK®, Calphalon®,

Rubbermaid®, Contigo®, First Alert®, and Yankee Candle®. For hundreds of millions of consumers, Newell

Brands makes life better every day, where they live, learn, work and play.

@ Fair Both Days

No Seminar

Full-Time & Internship

Opportunities

Nexteer Automotive
Nexteer Automotive is a global leader in advanced steering and driveline systems. In-house product

development and full integration of hardware, software and electronics give Nexteer an unmatched

competitive advantage as a full service supplier. Our vision is to be a leader in intuitive motion control -

leveraging strengths in advanced steering and driveline systems. We maintain product focus on electric power

steering (EPS), a socially responsible technology that offers automakers increased fuel economy and reduced

emissions. Nexteer Automotive has put more than 28 million EPS units on the road, since 1999, saving more

than 3.0 billion gallons of fuel.

@ Fair on Tuesday

No Seminar

Full-time & Internship

Opportunities

NextEra Energy, Inc.
NextEra Energy, Inc. is a leading clean energy company headquartered in Florida. NextEra Energy owns two

electric companies: Florida Power & Light Company, which serves approximately 5 million customer

accounts in Florida and is one of the largest rate-regulated electric utilities in the U.S.; and Gulf Power

Company, which serves about 450,000 customers in eight counties in northwest Florida. NextEra Energy also

owns NextEra Energy Resources, LLC, which, together with its affiliated entities, is the world's largest

generator of renewable energy from the wind and sun and a world leader in battery storage. Through its

subsidiaries, NextEra Energy generates clean, emissions-free electricity from eight commercial nuclear power

units in Florida,

@ Fair on Wednesday

No Seminar

Full-Time & Internship

Opportunities

Nexxt Spine LLC
Design, manufacture & market spinal implants.

@ Fair on Wednesday

No Seminar

Full-Time

Opportunities
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Nixon Power Services
Founded in 1914, Nixon Power Systems is the Southeast's largest full-service organization dedicated

exclusively to the sale, rental, distribution, service, and technical support of stand-by and prime power

generation equipment, parts, and accessories.  The Company is headquartered in Brentwood, TN (suburb of

Nashville) with six branch locations throughout the Southeast and Mid-Atlantic.  Privately held, Nixon is

consistently profitable and focused on continued growth. Nixon is the largest Kohler Power Systems

distributor of Stand-by Power equipment in the country.  

@ Fair on Wednesday

No Seminar

Full-Time

Opportunities

Norfolk Southern
Norfolk Southern Corporation (NYSE: NSC) is one of the nation's premier transportation companies. Its

Norfolk Southern Railway Company subsidiary operates approximately 19,500 route miles in 22 states and

the District of Columbia, serves every major container port in the eastern United States, and provides efficient

connections to other rail carriers. Norfolk Southern is a major transporter of industrial products, including

chemicals, agriculture, and metals and construction materials. In addition, the railroad operates the most

extensive intermodal network in the East and is a principal carrier of  coal, automobiles, and automotive parts.

@ Fair on Wednesday

Will have Seminar

Full-time, Co-Op &

Internship Opportunities

North American Lightning
Headquartered in Paris, Illinois, North American Lighting (NAL) operates eight facilities in six locations in

the United States, and has a subsidiary in Mexico. As a Koito Group Company, we operate according to

kaizen management principles, which means we manage, measure and improve everything we do. That's how

in 30 short years, NAL has grown to become the leading tier one supplier of automotive lighting systems in

North America.

@ Fair on Both Days

No Seminar

Full-Time & Internship

Opportunities

Northrop Grumman Corporation
At Northrop Grumman, our work with cutting-edge technology is driven by something human: the lives our technology

helps protect. Here you'll have the opportunity to connect with coworkers in an environment that's uniquely caring,

diverse, and respectful, and above all collaborative. Wherever you work in the company and whatever your role, you'll

find that we're united by our mission to protect the world we live in. Let's do the work that matters - together.

@ Fair on Tuesday

No Seminar

Full-Time & Internship

Opportunities
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Norwood Medical
Norwood Medical is a successful Dayton company that supports medical suppliers by manufacturing surgical

components and medical devices.  We have gained a reputation for tackling complex parts and projects that

other medical manufacturers are unable to produce.  We continue to expand our operations and invest in new

technology and equipment while creating and environment and culture where innovation and ambition are the

driving forces!

@ Fair on Wednesday

No Seminar

Full-Time

Opportunities

Nucor
North America's most diversified steel and steel products company. But we're also a team forged around a

vision for leading our industry by providing unparalleled customer care, building trusted partnerships and

creating sustained value. Powerful partnerships, powerful results.

@ Fair on Wednesday

Will have Seminar

Full-time, Co-Op &

Internship Opportunities

Oracle America, Inc. 
Oracle offers a comprehensive and fully integrated stack of cloud applications, platform services, and

engineered systems. With more than 400,000 customers-including 100 of the Fortune 100-in more than 145

countries, Oracle provides a complete technology stack both in the cloud and in the data center. Oracle's

industry-leading cloud-based and on-premises solutions give customers complete deployment flexibility and

unmatched benefits including application integration, advanced security, high availability, scalability, energy

efficiency, powerful performance, and low total cost of ownership.

@ Fair on Both Days

No Seminar

Full-Time & Internship

Opportunities

ORISE
The Oak Ridge Institute for Science and Education (ORISE) is a U.S. Department of Energy institute focusing on

scientific initiatives to research health risks from occupational hazards, assess environmental cleanup, respond to

radiation medical emergencies, and educate the next generation of scientists. ORISE administers a broad range of

internships, scholarships, fellowships and research experiences. These programs are available to science and

engineering students and educators at every academic level from K-12, to college students and postdocs, to university

faculty members. ORISE programs include research experiences at Department of Energy national laboratories as well

as other federal agencies with research facilities located across

@ Fair on Wednesday

No Seminar

Full-Time & Internship

Opportunities
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Orr Followship
At Orr Fellowship, our mission is developing the next generation of business leaders and entrepreneurs. We empower

extraordinary college graduates with a set of unique skills and experiences not found elsewhere. Orr Fellows launch

their careers at innovative, carefully selected Indianapolis host companies and, outside of work, Fellows grow and learn

alongside each other for two jam-packed years.

@ Fair on Wednesday

No Seminar

Full-Time

Opportunities
Accepts All Majors



Oshkosh Corporation
Oshkosh Corporation is a leading manufacturer and marketer of access equipment, specialty vehicles and truck bodies

for the primary markets of defense, concrete placement, refuse hauling, access equipment and fire & emergency. We

make it our business to understand the rigors of our customers' jobs, and deliver vehicles to them that out-perform

anything else on the market. Our commitment to the highest quality products and customer support extends the lifetime

of our vehicles through our 24/7 global service network. And because our company is broadly diversified, we can

leverage our proprietary technologies to create powerful competitive advantages across many different markets.

@ Fair on Tuesday

No Seminar

Full-Time, Internship &

Co-Op Opportunities

Owens Corning
Owens Corning is a global leader in insulation, roofing, and fiberglass composite materials. Owens Corning

provides innovative products and solutions that deliver a material difference to its customers and, ultimately,

make the world a better place. The business is global in scope, with operations in 33 countries. It is also

human in scale, with approximately 20,000 employees cultivating local and longstanding relationships with

customers. Based in Toledo, Ohio, USA, the company posted 2018 sales of $7.1 billion. Founded in 1938, it

has been a Fortune 500® company for 64 consecutive years.

@ Fair on Tuesday

Will have Seminar

Full-time, Co-Op &

Internship Opportunities

Pace Dairy (Kroger)
We package cheese that is sold in Kroger stores across the country.

@ Fair on Wednesday

No Seminar

Full-Time & Internship

Opportunities

Paragon Medical
Paragon Medical is a turnkey supplier of world-class solutions for cases and trays, surgical instrumentation (reusable

and single-use), implantable components, and design & development services to the medical device marketplace.

@ Fair on Wednesday

No Seminar

Full-Time & Co-Op

Opportunites

BME IE

Business Chem IE

ME

CHE IEChem EE

Parker Hannifin Corporation
Parker Hannifin is the world's leading diversified manufacturer of motion and control technologies and systems. The

company's engineering expertise spans the core motion and control technologies - electromechanical, hydraulic and

pneumatic, fluid and gas handling, filtration, sealing and shielding, climate control, process control and aerospace.

Parker operates in 50 countries and employs approximately 57,000 people worldwide. In fiscal year 2018, Parker had

sales of $14.3 billion.

@ Fair on Tuesday

Will have Seminar

Full-Time

Opportunities
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PepsiCo
PepsiCo offers the world's largest portfolio of billion-dollar food and beverage brands, including 22 different product

lines that generate more than $1 billion in annual retail sales each. Our main businesses -- Quaker, Tropicana,

Gatorade, Frito-Lay, and Pepsi Cola -- also make hundreds of other enjoyable and wholesome foods and beverages that

are respected household names throughout the world. With net revenues of approximately $60 billion, PepsiCo's

people are united by our unique commitment to sustainable growth by investing in a healthier future for people and our

planet, which we believe also means a more successful future for PepsiCo. We call this commitment Performance with

Purpose: PepsiCo's promise to provide a wide range of food

@ Fair Both Days

Will have Seminar

Full-Time & Internship

Opportunities

Pfizer
o Pfizer Global Supply in Kalamazoo, Michigan is the largest pharmaceutical manufacturing facility in the

Pfizer network, with over 4 million sq. ft. of manufacturing space on top of a 2 sq. mi. footprint. The site has a

rich 70-year history, and we now produce over 150 life-saving medicines and active ingredients for 113

countries across the world. Pfizer Kalamazoo supports billions of dollars in sales for Pfizer globally. Our

significant vertical integration provides a unique competitive advantage, with 67% of all our manufactured

APIs being filled, finished, inspected, packaged, and shipped out in Kalamazoo. Most importantly, we help

millions of patients across the world with the medicine we make right here in Southwest Michigan.

@ Fair on Wednesday

No Seminar

Full-time & Internship

Opportunities

Phillips 66
Phillips 66 is a diversified energy manufacturing and logistics company. With a portfolio of Midstream,

Chemicals, Refining, and Marketing and Specialties businesses, the company processes, transports, stores and

markets fuels and products globally. Phillips 66 Partners, the company's master limited partnership, is integral

to the portfolio. Headquartered in Houston, the company has 14,200 employees committed to safety and

operating excellence. Phillips 66 had $54 billion of assets as of Dec. 31, 2018. 

@ Fair on Tuesday

Will have Seminar

Internship 

Opportunities

Phoenix Contact
Phoenix Contact is a leader in electrical connection technology, electronic interface technology and industrial

automation technology. Our modern components and system solutions are found in a variety of industrial applications.

With more than 80 years of innovation experience, Phoenix Contact has the solution for your application needs.

@ Fair on Tuesday

No Seminar

Full-Time 

Opportunites
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PinnacleART
PinnacleART is the world's leading provider of reliability solutions to the most complex facilities, including the

refining, oil and gas, petrochemical, specialty chemical, mining, power generation, and water treatment industries. Our

services and technology span a range of solutions, including asset integrity programs, reliability centered maintenance

and risk based inspection. Through a combination of industry expertise, cutting edge technology, innovative processes,

and uncompromising service, we help each client advance their systems to better manage risk, optimize costs, and

improve compliance. In short, we help our clients improve their business performance through more reliable

operations.

@ Fair on Wednesday

No Seminar

Full-Time & Internship

Opportunities

Pioneer Cladding & Glazing Systems
Pioneer Cladding & Glazing is a well-established and growing exterior façade company specializing in

custom unitized curtain wall. Pioneer is headquartered in Mason, OH with offices in Cleveland, OH and

Baltimore, MD.  Engineering offices have also been opened in Johnson City, TN and Kokomo, IN.  Pioneer's

innovative approach coupled with cutting edge design technology has won awards as well as respect in the

curtain wall industry. Pioneer is an equal employment opportunity employer with an established culture of

rewarding a strong work ethic and providing ongoing training opportunities that promote an environment of

creativity and career growth.

@ Fair on Wednesday

No Seminar

Full-time, Co-Op &

Internship Opportunities

Plastipak Packaging, Inc.
Plastipak is a global leader in the rigid plastic packaging and recycling industries.

@ Fair on Wednesday

No Seminar

Full-Time & Internship 

Opportunities

PLZ Aeroscience
PLZ Aeroscience is the North American leader in specialty aerosol and liquid product manufacturing. The PLZ family

of companies specializes in the development, manufacturing, packaging and distribution of a comprehensive line of

contract fill, branded and private-label products. We formulate, blend, fill and package more than 2,500 branded and

private-label products including cleaners and polishers, industrial solvents, lubricants and degreasers, adhesives,

sanitary supply disinfectants, insecticides, air fresheners and personal care products for home and industrial use.

@ Fair on Tuesday

No Seminar

Full-Time & Co-Op 

Opportunites
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PNNL
PNNL advances the frontiers of knowledge, taking on some of the world's greatest science and technology challenges.

Distinctive strengths in chemistry, earth sciences, and data analytics are the heart of our science mission, laying a

foundation for innovations that improve America's energy resiliency and enhance our national security. We are a

national lab with Pacific Northwest roots and global reach. Whether our researchers are unlocking the mysteries of

Earth's climate, helping modernize the U.S. electric power grid, or safeguarding ports around the world from nuclear

smuggling, we accept great challenges for one purpose: to create a world that is safer, cleaner, more prosperous, and

more secure.
@ Fair on Wednesday
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Polaris Industries, Inc.
Polaris is a Fortune 500 global powersports leader that has been fueling the passion of riders, workers, and outdoor

enthusiasts for more than 60 years. Polaris Industries is a fast growing, innovative, global organization.  The people

here at Polaris don't just create products - they are part of a lifestyle.  It's the passion & execution of those people and

their ideas that inspires the innovation that runs through everything we do. Polaris prides itself on recognizing and

developing top talent to take its people and company to the next level. Competitive salary, generous benefits and a

comprehensive relocation plan are just a few components of the total compensation package offered at Polaris.

@ Fair on  Tuesday

No Seminar

Full-Time & Internship

Opportunities

PolyOne Corporation
PolyOne Corporation (NYSE: POL), is a global leader in specialized polymer materials, services and solutions.

Headquartered in Cleveland, Ohio, PolyOne has operations in North America, South America, Europe, Asia

and Africa. PolyOne serves more than 10,000 customers across the globe and offers more than 35,000 polymer

solutions. The company's innovative and dedicated employees operate from more than 80 manufacturing and

distribution facilities, labs and technical centers, and sales and service locations around the globe.

@ Fair on Wednesday

Will have Seminar

Full-time & Co-Op

Opportunities
Business IECHE

Business MEEE IE

MSE ME

Praxair Surface Technologies
We are 2,500 engineers, technologists and coating experts across more than 35 sites in 12 countries making more

possible by protecting what drives your industry. More surface-enhancing materials. More innovative processes,

equipment and technology. And more advanced coatings that extend the life of critical components and keep your

business running as efficiently and productively as possible.

@ Fair on Wednesday

No Seminar

Full-Time & Internship

Opportunities

Precision Castparts Corp.
Precision Castparts Corp. (PCC), a Berkshire Hathaway company, manufactures world-class complex metal

components and products; serving the aerospace, power, and general industrial markets.  PCC has more than

150 facilities worldwide, with over 100 located in the US.   Numerous career paths are available within PCC

as a result of our extraordinary growth and market leverage. Do you thrive in a fast-paced, challenging

environment where you are rewarded for results?  Do you want to be a member of a team that is driven to

win?  If so, Precision Castparts Corp. may be just the place for you to build your career.

@ Fair Both Days

Will have Seminar

Full-time & Co-Op

Opportunities
AAE IEEE

AAE MSECHE IE

MSE ME

ME

Precision Planting
Precision Planting is a leader in agriculture technology. We develop innovative products and solve important

agronomic issues facing growers. And we provide the insights and assistance so each farmer can reach their best yield.

@ Fair on Wednesday

No Seminar

Internship

Opportunities
AgriE EECompE CS ME



Procter & Gamble
P&G was founded over 180 years ago as a simple soap and candle company. Today, we're the world's largest

consumer goods company and home to iconic, trusted brands that make life a little bit easier in small but

meaningful ways. We've spanned three centuries thanks to three simple ideas: leadership, innovation and

citizenship. The insight, innovation and passion of talented teams has helped us grow into a global company

that is governed responsibly and ethically, that is open and transparent, and that supports good causes and

protects the environment. This is a place where you can be proud to work and do something that matters.

@ Fair on Tuesday

Will have Seminar

Full-Time, Internship &

Co-Op Opportunities

Project Associates
Project Associates is a multi-disciplined consulting engineering firm located in Evansville Indiana. Our clients include

heavy industrial, power plants and energy facilities.

@ Fair on Wednesday

No Seminar

Full-Time & Internship

Opportunites
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PricewaterhouseCoopers
Drawing on the talents of our professionals in over 150 countries, PricewaterhouseCoopers is the largest

global network of accounting, consulting and tax firms.  Our people have the access to unparalleled resources

and serve many of the world's largest and most prestigious companies.

@ Fair on Tuesday

Will have Seminar

Full-time & Internship

Opportunities
Business CSCompE IE ME

Pro Mach Inc.
ProMach is a family of best-in-class packaging solution brands serving manufacturers of all sizes and

geographies in the food, beverage, pharmaceutical, personal care, and household and industrial goods

industries.  ProMach designs, manufactures, integrates, and supports the most sophisticated and advanced

packaging solutions in the global marketplace. Its diverse customer base depends on reliable, flexible,

technologically advanced equipment and integrated solutions. ProMach is headquartered near Cincinnati,

Ohio, with manufacturing facilities and offices throughout North America, Europe, South America, and Asia. 

@ Fair Both Days

Will have Seminar

Full-time & Internship

Opportunities
CompE EE ME MDE

Prysmian Group
Prysmian Group is world leader in the energy and telecom cable systems industry. We offer the widest range of

services and know-how in the business, with almost 140 years of experience, sales exceeding €11 billion, and about

29,000 employees in over 50 countries and 112 plants. Each year, the Group manufactures thousands of miles of

underground and submarine cables and systems for power transmission and distribution, as well as medium and low

voltage cables for the construction and infrastructure sectors. We also produce a comprehensive range of optical fibres,

copper cables and connectivity systems for voice, video and data transmission for the telecommunications sector.

@ Fair on Wednesday

Will have Seminar

Full-Time 

Opportunities
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Purdue Pathmaker
Pathmaker is an intern program at Purdue that partners with companies that provide paid part-time internships

while students are going to school full time. Average of 10-15 hours per week, open to all majors and grade

levels.  Gain real-world experience while working on meaningful projects for companies.

@ Fair Both Days

No Seminar

Internship & Part-Time

Opportunities

Purdue CEM Industrial Advisory Board
The Purdue Construction Engineering Management (CEM) Industrial Advisory Board meets twice a year,

providing essential guidance and feedback to the faculty on meaningful issues of curriculum and program

development. Faculty members frequently consult committee members throughout the year on program,

curriculum, internships, and other matters. The Division of Construction Engineering and Management is one

of sixteen majors available from the Purdue College of Engineering. CEM students have the opportunity to

work as paid interns in the construction industry and perform duties with increasing responsibilities in field

operations, office operations and project management.
@ Fair on Wednesday

No Seminar

Internship 

Opportunities
CE FYEConstrE IDE

Purdue MBA & MS Programs
Purdue's Krannert School: Preparing analytical global business leaders. This is the foundation provided in the

world-class MBA and Master's Programs at Krannert. The curriculum inspires critical thinking and essential

innovation in any field. Krannert's student body represents many countries which creates a global network.

Faculty focus on experiential learning and graduates attract attention from Fortune 500 companies.

@ Fair Both Days

No Seminar

Full-time 

Opportunities
Accepts All Engineering

QGenda, LLC
QGenda is the #1 cloud-based, automated physician scheduling software. Since our launch in 2006, QGenda has grown

to serve more than 3,000 customers in over 30 medical specialties. Leading physician groups, academic medical

centers, hospitals, and health systems use QGenda to optimize their workforce and provide the best possible patient

care. QGenda is headquartered in Atlanta, GA.

@ Fair on Tuesday

No Seminar

Full-Time 

Opportunities

Accepts All Engineering

Accepts All Engineering

Qualtrics
At Qualtrics, our mission is to close experience gaps-the costly differences between what customers and

employees expect, and what they're receiving. 9,000+ organizations worldwide and more than 80% of the

Fortune 100 rely on the Qualtrics Experience Management Platform™ to collect, analyze, and act on

feedback-more feedback than they ever thought possible. Join the company that is helping organizations

across the world be predictive about experiences in a world where experience is everything! Experience is the

differentiator that will determine the winners in today's experience economy.

@ Fair on Wednesday

Will have Seminar

Full-Time 

Opportunities
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Ramboll US Corporation
Ramboll's experts work together with clients to solve their most challenging environmental, health and social

issues. We are experts in site solutions; compliance, strategy and transactions services; impact assessment;

litigation support; and air quality management. We provide broad-spectrum sustainable climate change

programs for public- and private sector clients, evaluating vulnerabilities and designing adaptation solutions.

Our team offers full spectrum expertise, ranging from technology, strategy and compliance to sustainability.

@ Fair on Wednesday

No Seminar

Internship & Full-Time

Opportunities

R.T. Moore
R.T. Moore is a family-owned company operating across 20 states with a solid record of high performance,

financial stability and growth.  In business since 1955, R.T. Moore is a full-service Mechanical Contractor,

serving the commercial and residential markets with plumbing, HVAC, design and construction services. Our

company purpose is to build something that matters. We are committed to strong customer relationships, on-

time installation, quality workmanship, and dependable service, all while creating growth and opportunity for

the company and its employees. R.T. Moore is ranked in the Engineering News Record's listing of Midwest

Specialty Contractors and continues to be ranked in the PHC News Top 100 Contractors.

@ Fair Both Days

No Seminar

Full-Time & Internship 

Opportunities
ConstrE ME

Radio Flyer Inc.
Radio Flyer holds a special place in people's hearts. This is true because Radio Flyer transports people to a happy time,

to the best parts of childhood, a time when anything was possible. For over 95 years, our company has produced

children's products that bring smiles and create warm memories that last a lifetime and the Radio Flyer brand has

become an American icon. Beyond our classic Little Red Wagon ™, today Radio Flyer produces tricycles, scooters,

wagons, and many other ride-ons that have fueled our growth and success. Radio Flyer is a recognized leader in the toy

industry, headquartered in Chicago - headed by Robert Pasin, grandson of the company founder.

@ Fair on Wednesday

No Seminar

Full-time, Internship & 

Co-Op Opportunities

Raytheon Company
Raytheon is a global technology leader that provides innovative solutions to customers in 80 nations.  As one

of the most admired industry leaders, we provide the most advanced technology in the world in the strategic

business areas of Homeland Security, Missile Defense, Precision Engagement and Intelligence Surveillance

Reconnaissance.  Our engineers are leaders in the field of electro-optics, systems engineering, mechanical and

structural systems, software development, radio frequency systems, and processing systems.  Through

strategic vision, disciplined management, and world-class talent, Raytheon is delivering operational

advantages for customers everyday while helping them prepare for the missions of tomorrow.

@ Fair on Tuesday

No Seminar

Full-Time & Internship

Opportunities
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Republic Airways
We are more than 6,000 professionals for whom flight - and the business of flying - are equal parts art and

science. Republic Airways, based in Indianapolis, operates a fleet of about 190 Embraer 170/175 aircraft and

offers scheduled passenger service with about 1,000 daily flights to 100 cities in 40 U.S. states, Canada, the

Caribbean and Central America. The airline provides fixed-fee flights operated under its major airline partner

brands of American Eagle, Delta Connection and United Express

@ Fair on Tuesday

No Seminar

Internship & Full-Time

Opportunities

Rechkitt Benchkiser
You grew up eating French's mustard. Your mom cleaned with Lysol. Your favorite sweater is washed in

Woolite. And, when you have a cold, you take Mucinex. With 19 Power brands sold in 200 different

countries, operations in 60+ countries, and net revenues in excess of $12 billion, Reckitt Benckiser is the

company behind the brands that you know and trust. Our people are the power behind these brands - talented,

driven and entrepreneurial individuals, all working together. Central to everything we do is a uniquely

confident, entrepreneurial, can-do culture. It's all about a passionate commitment to teamwork, competing to

win in the marketplace and developing and rewarding

talent.

@ Fair Both Days

No Seminar

Full-Time & Internship 

Opportunities

AgriE

BioE

CHE

Chem

Red Gold Tomatoes, Inc.
At Red Gold we continue to build on our knowledge by finding and complementing top talent to our team. Our team

has a common passion, dedication, and commitment to excellence. We are a hardworking, privately held; family-

owned organization that continues to grow careers from within and offers competitive salaries and great benefits. We

seek individuals who share our values, passion and commitment to leave a positive and lasting imprint with their

performance and ability to build strong relationships.

@ Fair on Tuesday

No Seminar

Full-time & Internship

Opportunities

RFA Engineering
RFA Engineering, established in 1943, specializes in mechanical and electrical design and analysis, helping

our clients to develop products including off-highway mobile equipment, mechanical power train systems,

consumer, recreational, industrial, and medical products. RFA serves a diverse group of widely known clients

that are at the leading edge in their respective fields. We deliver engineering solutions from our Engineering

Center in Eden Prairie, MN and through Engineering Teams located at our client's facilities in 8 states.

Regardless of the manner which we work, our goal is to please our clients, through consistent value of

services which are aligned to the specific needs of our clients.

@ Fair on Wednesday

No Seminar

Full-Time & Internship

Opportunities

CompE EECS
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Rolls-Royce Corporation
As a world-leading provider of power systems and services for use on land, at sea and in the air, Rolls-Royce

has established a strong position in global markets - civil aerospace, defence aerospace, marine and energy

and nuclear. We have an £62.2bn order book, underlying revenue has grown to £11.3 billion and underlying

profit has increased 21 per cent to £1.2 billion. This success is due to the extraordinary team of over 40,000

people that work for Rolls-Royce around the world. Our business operates in four global market sectors: civil

aerospace, defence aerospace, marine, and energy.

@ Fair on Wednesday

No Seminar

Roche Diagnositics
At Roche Diagnostics, our focus is to improve the lives of patients, from research to lab tests to personalized

healthcare; we touch the entire spectrum of diagnostics users. Roche Diagnostics is a member of the Roche

Group, which is headquartered in Basel, Switzerland. Roche's personalized healthcare strategy aims at

providing medicines and diagnostic tools that enable tangible improvements in the health, quality of life and

survival of patients.

@ Fair on Tuesday

Will have Seminar

Full-Time & Internship 

Opportunities

BME

Business

CHE

Chem

Rockwell Automation
Rockwell Automation, the world's largest company dedicated to industrial automation, makes its customers more

productive and the world more sustainable. Throughout the world, our flagship Allen-Bradley and Rockwell Software

product brands are recognized for innovation and excellence. When you choose Rockwell Automation, you join

countless talented employees who have helped us establish our leadership position in the automation industry over the

past century. You join a diverse, inclusive and global community with a passion for innovation. A place where you can

partner with great minds and inspiring people. And a corporation backed by the financial strength that drives growth 

 and career opportunities.

@ Fair on Tuesday

No Seminar

Full-time, Internship &

Co-Op Opportunities

Rust-Oleum
As a leading manufacturer of premium consumer and industrial paint and coating products, we are looking to

be your employer of choice. Here at Rust-Oleum, we keep you satisfied with challenging responsibilities,

outstanding professional development, and the opportunity to work with the best in the industry. Rust-Oleums

success is evidence of the creativity, hard work, and commitment of our valued associates.

@ Fair on Tuesday

No Seminar

Co-Op 

Opportunities
CHE IE ME
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Samtec
Founded in 1976, Samtec is a privately held, $800 million global manufacturer of a broad line of electronic

interconnect solutions. What drives us at Samtec is the knowledge that our products enable engineers to create

great things. When we innovate electronics capable of moving signals at faster speeds, smaller footprints, and

higher densities, we know that we're providing designers access to the technologies that they need to do the

jobs that impact all of our lives. With over 40 locations in more than countries, Samtec's global presence

enables its unmatched customer service.

@ Fair on Tuesday

No Seminar

Ryan Fireprotection, Inc.
At Ryan Fireprotection, there is nothing more important than our customers. We are driven to provide

unparalleled service, quality and expertise to our customers every day to help them protect their people and

property.As Ryan has grown into one of the largest fire protection companies in the Midwest, we have

remained true to our core values. Customers count on us to be honest, knowledgeable, hard-working,

professional, resourceful and responsive. This dedication to our customers, our employees and the

communities where we live and work has been a winning formula for over 25 years. As one of the largest fire

protection companies in the Midwest, Ryan Fireprotection is always looking for the right candidates to join

our team.

@ Fair on Wednesday

No Seminar

Full-Time & Internship 

Opportunities
SAIC

We are integrators, collaborators, and problem solvers. From imagining the best the future can be to envisioning new

paths to get there, SAIC sees the world differently. SAIC is a premier technology integrator solving our nation's most

complex modernization and readiness challenges across the defense, space, federal civilian, and intelligence markets.

Our robust portfolio of offerings includes high-end solutions in systems engineering and integration; enterprise IT,

including cloud services; cyber; software; advanced analytics and simulation; and training. With an intimate

understanding of our customers' challenges and deep expertise in existing and emerging technologies, we integrate the

best components from our own portfolio and our par

@ Fair on Wednesday

No Seminar

Full-time & Internship

Opportunities

Sandia National Laboratories
For over 60 years, Sandia has delivered essential science and technology to resolve the nation's most

challenging security issues. A strong science, technology, and engineering foundation enables our mission

through a capable research staff working at the forefront of innovation, collaborative research with

universities & companies, and discretionary research projects with significant potential impact. In keeping

with our vision to be the nation's premier science and engineering laboratory for national security and

technology innovation, we recruit the best and the brightest, equip them with world-class research tools &

facilities, and provide opportunities to collaborate with technical experts from many different scientific

disciplines.@ Fair Both Days

Will have Seminar
Full-Time, Internship &

Co-Op OpportunitiesAccepts All Engineering

AAE MDECompE
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Opportunities
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Schlumberger
Schlumberger is the world's leading supplier of technology, integrated project management and information

solutions to customers working in the oil and gas industry worldwide. Employing more than 115,000 people

representing over 140 nationalities and working in approximately 85 countries, Schlumberger provides the

industry's widest range of products and services from exploration through production. Schlumberger recently

completed a merger with Cameron combining two complementary technology portfolios into a pore-to-

pipeline products and services offering to the global oil and gas industry.

@ Fair on Tuesday

No Seminar

Sazerac
Sazerac is one of America's oldest family owned, privately held distillers with operations in Louisiana,

Kentucky, Virginia, Tennessee, Maine, New Hampshire, Maryland, California, United Kingdom, Ireland,

France, Australia and Canada. It also has offices in Louisville, New Orleans, Chicago and Washington, DC.

Sazerac's flagship distillery, Buffalo Trace, located in Frankfort, KY, has been designated a National Historic

Landmark and is the world's most award-winning distillery, achieved through the uncompromising dedication

of its craftsman for well over 200 years.
@ Fair on Tuesday

Will have Seminar

Full-Time & Internship 

Opportunities

SC Johnson
SC Johnson is a fifth-generation family company built on THE spirit of our people. We have been leading with purpose

for over 130 years, building iconic brands that win the hearts and minds of consumers - such as Raid®, Glade®,

Ziploc® and more, in virtually every country around the world. Together, we are creating a better future - for the

planet, for future generations and for every SCJ team member. Join our winning team of Wave Makers and Go Getters

and help us write the next chapter in the SCJ story.
@ Fair on Tuesday

No Seminar

Internship

Opportunities

Schmidt Associates
Schmidt Associates is an Indianapolis based architecture and engineering firm. We help educational, lifestyle,

workplace, and community clients optimize their facilities and systems through analysis and strategic

implementation. Acting out of a culture of Servant Leadership, we put the needs of our clients first. We are

known for providing Better Foresight, Better Insight, and for being Better On-Site throughout projects. We

strive to make each project unique and reflective of the culture and values of the Owner, creating plans and

spaces for improved efficiency.
@ Fair on Wednesday

No Seminar

Full-Time, Internship,

Part-Time & Co-Op

Opportunities

IECHE

AgriE

BioE

ME

Org Lead

Full-Time & Internship

Opportunities

SGS Cybermetrix, Inc.
SGS CyberMetrix, Inc. is located in Columbus, Indiana and performs research, development and certification

tests for automobile and engine manufacturers, their suppliers, government agencies, and other industry

stakeholders.

Business
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@ Fair on Wednesday

No Seminar

Full-Time & Internship

Opportunities
IEEE Engr. Ed ME



Siemens Corporation
Siemens is a fully integrated technology company that drives innovation in energy, healthcare, industry, cities,

and infrastructure. Siemens in the U.S. employs approximately 60,000 people in all 50 states. Siemens AG has

a 160-year heritage of innovation and employs approximately 360,000 people in 190 regions.

@ Fair on Tuesday

Will have Seminar

Shambaugh & Son LP
Shambaugh & Son has been in the construction/engineering services business since 1926. We are currently

the largest MEP construction services contractor in Indiana and ranked the 3rd largest specialty contractor in

the US. We self-perform 10 broad disciplines including Mechanical, Plumbing, Process, Refrigeration,

Electrical, Process Controls, Fire Protection, Temperature Controls, High Voltage and Low Voltage Systems -

a unique single-source responsibility not found elsewhere in our industry.

@ Fair on Wednesday

No Seminar

Full-Time & Internship 

Opportunities

SHURE INC.
With a history of innovation that began in 1925, Shure has turned a passion for making great microphones and audio

electronics into an obsession. Shure continues to set the worldwide industry standard for superior, reliable products.

@ Fair on Tuesday

No Seminar

Full-Time & Internship

Opportunities

SMC Corporation of America
SMC Corporation of America is a part of a global organization that supports our customers in every

industrialized country and is the U.S. subsidiary of SMC Corporation based in Japan. Since its establishment,

SMC has been a leader in pneumatic technology, providing industry with technology and products to support

automation based on the guiding principle of "contributing to automation labor savings in industry." Over the

past 50+ years, SMC's products have become established as a recognized international brand through sales,

technical, supply and after sale services in world markets. Sales have grown to achieve a 30% global market

share.

@ Fair Both days

Will have Seminar

Full-Time & Internship

Opportunities

ME

CHE Engr. Ed

Full-Time & Internship

Opportunities

Smith & Nephew
Smith & Nephew supports healthcare professionals in more than 100 countries in their daily efforts to improve the

lives of their patients. We do this by taking a pioneering approach to the design of our advanced medical products and

services, by securing wider access to our diverse technologies for more customers globally, and by enabling better

outcomes for patients and healthcare systems. We have leadership positions in: Orthopaedics Reconstruction - joint

replacement systems for knees, hips and shoulders. Advanced Wound Management - wound care treatment and

prevention products used to treat hard-to-heal wounds. Sports Medicine - minimally invasive surgery of the joint,

Trauma & Extremities - products that help repair broken bones

ConstrE EE
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@ Fair on Tuesday

No Seminar

Full-Time, Internship, &

Co-Op Opportunities
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Sonoco Products Company
Sonoco is a $5.0 billion global manufacturer of consumer packaging, industrial products and protective packaging

provider of packaging services for many of the world's best-known brands. We have 21,000+ employees, and 300+

nonoperative around the globe. Sonoco is proud of being voted the Worlds Most Admired Packaging Company

(Fortune) for three consecutive years, and a Best Employer by Forbes (2018) as well as receiving a spot on Barron's

Most Sustainable Companies list for multiple years. We are world class in our abilities to allow employees to use their

talent and skills to grow themselves, their careers and our Company.

@ Fair on Tuesday

Will have Seminar

Solar Turbines, Inc.
Solar Turbines Incorporated, a Caterpillar Inc. subsidiary, manufactures industrial gas turbines for oil, natural

gas, and power generation worldwide. (Over 14,000 units, 1.7B operating hours, in 100 countries.)  Products

include gas turbines (1590-30,000 HP), gas compressors, and gas compression and generator sets. Solar

employs a diverse group of over 7,000 worldwide. Solar has competitive compensation and benefits

(medical/dental, insurance, vacation, 401k, incentive bonus, and education).

@ Fair on Tuesday

Will have Seminar

Full-Time, Part-Time &

Internship Opportunities

Solvay
Solvay is a world wide manufacturer of specialty chemicals headquartered in Brussels, Belgium.  We have 29,000

employees worldwide.

@ Fair on Tuesday

Will have Seminar

Full-Time, Internship

& Co-Op Opportunities

Southlake Automation Inc.
Southlake Automation is a Systems Integrator located in Merrillville Indiana.

@ Fair Both days

No Seminar

Full-Time, Internship &

Co-Op Opportunities

ME

Full-Time & Internship

Opportunities

Southwire
A leader in technology and innovation, Southwire Company, LLC is one of North America's largest wire and cable

producers. Southwire and its subsidiaries manufacture building wire and cable, metal-clad cable, portable and

electronic cord products, OEM wire products and engineered products. In addition, Southwire supplies assembled

products, contractor equipment and hand tools. We are proud to offer competitive compensation, employee benefits,

tuition reimbursement, and unlimited growth opportunities. Our nearly seven decades of progressive growth can be

attributed to our determination to developing innovative systems and solutions, exercising environmental stewardship

and enhancing the well-being of our communities.

Accepts All Majors
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Steel Dynamics Inc.
Steel Dynamics is one of the largest steel producers and metals recyclers in the U.S. The Company has 5 electric

furnace steel mills and both "upstream" and "downstream" operations. Over 8,000 employees in 70 locations are

rewarded through incentive-based compensation. As a growing Company, employees are viewed as SDI's greatest

asset.

@ Fair on Tuesday

Will have Seminar

Spectrum Engineering
We're an electrical engineering firm whose expertise covers not only electric power engineering - consulting,

design, testing, and commissioning - but also telecommunication and SCADA / Smart Grid solutions. We've

been delivering our high-quality electric power engineering services to a diverse range of clients since 1979.

Among these clients are businesses of all kinds - commercial enterprises, industrial concerns, universities,

utilities, municipalities, and government agencies, to name but a few.

@ Fair on Wednesday

No Seminar

Full-Time & Internship

Opportunities

Spirit Aerosystems, Inc.
Spirit AeroSystems is one of the world's largest independent producers of commercial aerostructures. Our core

products include fuselages, pylons, nacelles and wing components. We have long-term agreements in place with our

largest customers, Boeing and Airbus. Other major customers include Bombardier, Rolls-Royce, Mitsubishi, Sikorsky

and Bell Helicopter.

@ Fair on Wednesday

No Seminar

Full-Time & Internship

Opportunities

Stored Value Solutions
Stored Value Solutions is a trusted provider of gift card and stored value services to more than 500 of the

world's leading retail brands. Our clients are located in more than 50 countries worldwide and we provide

support in more than 26 languages and currencies. With flexible technology and superior analytics, the SVS

Technology Team serves as a consultative business partner, designing solutions and solving challenges.  And

we provide you with a rewarding environment in which to accomplish this.
@ Fair Wednesday

No Seminar

Full-Time 

Opportunities

IE

Full-Time & Internship

Opportunities

Stryker
Stryker is a world leader in medical technology that serves the healthcare professionals who help millions of people

around the world lead more active and more satisfying lives. Since the Company's founding in 1941, we have taken

pride in developing innovative equipment and technology that helps doctors, hospital administrators and other medical

professionals perform their jobs better and more efficiently. Our wide range of products include joint replacements,

trauma, spine and micro implant systems, biologics, powered surgical instruments, surgical navigation systems and

endoscopic products, patient handling and emergency medical equipment, as well as medical device reprocessing and

remanufacturing.
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Superior Construction Co,, Inc. 
From our humble roots as a mason-based builder in the early 1900s, Superior Construction has expanded into

the largest markets in the nation, including energy/renewable, industrial, petrochemical, transportation, marine

and water. We utilize decades of experience and expertise to bring innovative techniques and progressive

solutions to the unique challenges that our projects present.

@ Fair on Tuesday

No Seminar

Full-Time, Part-Time &

Internship Opportunities

Tata Consultancy
TCS is one of the top three most valuable IT services and consulting brands in the world; company revenues in fiscal

year 2018 topped $19 billion. As an employer of more than 400,000 people, TCS' diverse workforce includes 143

nationalities, and 140,000 women, making TCS one of the world's largest private sector employers of women.

Moreover, as the second largest IT services recruiter in the United States, TCS is committed to fostering and hiring

local talent.  TCS has invested nearly $3 billion in the U.S. over the past three years, in terms of employment,

innovation labs, academic partnerships and endowments, and extensive nationwide STEM education programs for U.S.

students.

@ Fair on Wednesday

No Seminar

Full-Time

Opportunities

Tate & Lyle

For over 150 years Tate & Lyle has been a global provider of solutions and ingredients for food and beverage,

industrial, pharmaceutical and personal care markets.  Our purpose of improving lives for generations inspires

us to work with our customers to make healthier and tastier products.  We provide solutions to our customer's

challenges by developing ingredients that add taste, texture, nutrition, and functionality and which are integral

to many well-known products and brands.  Tate & Lyle is committed to operating responsibly, working with

our local communities and protecting the environment for future generations.  Our core values of safety,

integrity and respect help drive our corporate responsibility program. 

@ Fair on Tuesday

Will have Seminar

Full-Time 

Opportunities

TE Connectivity
TE Connectivity Ltd., is a $13 billion global technology and manufacturing leader creating a safer, sustainable,

productive, and connected future. For more than 75 years, our connectivity and sensor solutions, proven in the harshest

environments, have enabled advancements in transportation, industrial applications, medical technology, energy, data

communications, and the home. With 78,000 employees, including more than 7,000 engineers, working alongside

customers in nearly 150 countries, TE ensures that EVERY CONNECTION COUNTS. 

@ Fair on Tuesday

No Seminar

Full-Time & Internship

Opportunities
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Teach for America
Teach For America is a diverse network of leaders who confront educational inequity through every sector,

starting with two years of teaching in a low-income community. As a collective force-educators, advocates,

entrepreneurs, policymakers, community members-we fight for the aspirations of students and families. Our

aim is to realize the day when every child has an equal opportunity to learn, grow, influence, and lead.

@ Fair on Wednesday

No Seminar

Full-Time & Internship

Opportunities

TEi Construction Services
TEiC is part of Babcock Power Inc., an international company with multiple specialized business units all working

independently and together as needed to best meet customer needs. TEiC Construction Services has been delivering

high quality outage and maintenance services to power generation and processing plants around the country for more

than 20 years, performing successfully under the most challenging turnarounds and maintaining the tightest budgets-

and always with an unwavering focus on the safety of every person on the job site.

@ Fair on Wednesday

No Seminar

Full-Time & Internship

Opportunities

Tetra Pak Inc.

Tetra Pak is one of the world's leading suppliers of liquid food processing and packaging systems.  Together

with our customers and suppliers we help provide safe foods to the consumers of the world. Operating in more

than 165 markets with 20,200 employees, Tetra Pak works in strategic partnership with its suppliers and

customers to provide efficient, innovative solutions and high quality, enviornmentally sound products to

millionsof people world-wide.

@ Fair Both Days

No Seminar

Full-Time & Internship

Opportunities

Texas Instruments
Texas Instruments' products power the world. As one of the world's largest global leaders in analog and digital

semiconductor design and manufacturing, TI provides the technologies that fuel smartphones, digital cameras, medical

equipment, motor controls, ultra-thin computing devices, health and fitness products, and much more. Chances are,

many pieces of technology that you touch every day - things you don't even think about, but can't imagine living

without - do what they do because of TI products. Our broad product portfolio gives our employees the opportunity to

pursue a wide range of career options across multiple businesses and locations - all while working at the same

company.

@ Fair Both Days

Will have Seminar

Full-Time & Internship

Opportunities
EE
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Textron Inc.
Textron Inc. is a global, multi-industry company with approximately 36,000 talented makers, thinkers,

creators and doers working in countless disciplines. Serving the aviation, defense and intelligence, industrial

and financial industries, we make things that fly, hover, zoom and launch. Things that move people, protect

soldiers and power industries. We make things that make a real difference in the world. Known for our

exciting brands such as Bell, Beechcraft Cessna, Hawker, E-Z-GO, Textron Off Road and Arctic Cat, Textron

can provide diverse experiences and a rewarding career path. When you join Textron, you don't just join a

Fortune 500 giant. You join a dynamic network of businesses that foster innovation and support a culture

where

@ Fair Both Days

Will have Seminar

Full-Time, Co-Op &

Internship Opportunities

The Clarke Companies
The companies of The Clarke Companies specialize in providing service to the pharmaceutical, biotech, food and

beverage industries.  Clarke Solutions, our consulting division, supports clients in project engineering and project

management, commissioning and qualification, automation and subject matter expertise.  Our subsidiary, Acquire

Automation, designs and builds custom automation solutions, often employing machine vision to improve product

quality for manufacturing and packaging.

@ Fair on Wednesday

No Seminar

Full-Time & Internship

Opportunities

The Clorox Company
At Clorox, we build brands that make everyday life better, every day. We value our differences, and challenge

each other to think and act boldly. We try new things, succeed, fail and keep learning. We work hard, have

busy personal lives and are all able to make a positive impact -- at Clorox, in our communities and in the lives

of millions of people who invite us into their homes and workplaces. Make your mark and help us drive

growth that is profitable, sustainable and responsible. The Clorox Company is a leading multinational

manufacturer and marketer of consumer and professional products with 8,700 employees worldwide and

fiscal year 2018 sales of $6.1 billion.
@ Fair on Tuesday

Will have Seminar

Full-Time & Internship 

Opportunities

The Heritage Group
The Heritage Group is a value-driven, family-owned business that seeks to build relationships, find opportunities, and

solve problems. The Heritage Group operates across the globe in science and engineering fields including specialty

chemicals, environmental services, and transportation infrastructure and materials. The Heritage Group is now in its

fourth generation of leadership and includes over 30 businesses and more than 5,000 employees.

@ Fair on Tuesday

Will have Seminar

Internship

Opportunities
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The Hill Group
The Hill Group is the leader in mechanical, plumbing, and fire protection construction in the Chicago market. Founded

in 1936, the company employs over 800 professionals through its Franklin Park, Illinois office. At The Hill Group, our

team members strive to be the best in the industry. We encourage innovation and contribution among all our team

members which offers countless opportunities to learn and grow. Additionally, The Hill Group's entrepreneurial and

continuous improvement philosophy allows for advancement and mentoring opportunities. The Hill Group is a family-

friendly work environment with some members serving for several decades. 

@ Fair Both Days

No Seminar

Full-Time & Internship

Opportunities

The MITRE Corporation
The companies of The Clarke Companies specialize in providing service to the pharmaceutical, biotech, food and

beverage industries.  Clarke Solutions, our consulting division, supports clients in project engineering and project

management, commissioning and qualification, automation and subject matter expertise.  Our subsidiary, Acquire

Automation, designs and builds custom automation solutions, often employing machine vision to improve product

quality for manufacturing and packaging.

@ Fair on Wednesday

No Seminar

Full-Time, Co-Op &

Internship Opportunities

Thermal Tech Engineering
At Clorox, we build brands that make everyday life better, every day. We value our differences, and challenge

each other to think and act boldly. We try new things, succeed, fail and keep learning. We work hard, have

busy personal lives and are all able to make a positive impact -- at Clorox, in our communities and in the lives

of millions of people who invite us into their homes and workplaces. Make your mark and help us drive

growth that is profitable, sustainable and responsible. The Clorox Company is a leading multinational

manufacturer and marketer of consumer and professional products with 8,700 employees worldwide and

fiscal year 2018 sales of $6.1 billion.

@ Fair Both Days

Will have Seminar

Full-Time & Internship 

Opportunities

Thermo Fisher Scientific
The Heritage Group is a value-driven, family-owned business that seeks to build relationships, find opportunities, and

solve problems. The Heritage Group operates across the globe in science and engineering fields including specialty

chemicals, environmental services, and transportation infrastructure and materials. The Heritage Group is now in its

fourth generation of leadership and includes over 30 businesses and more than 5,000 employees.

@ Fair Both Days

No Seminar

Full/Part-Time, Co-Op &

Internship Opportunities
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TimkenSteel Corporation
Discover career-defining opportunities at TimkenSteel. We are a modern-day startup company with more than 100

years of steelmaking behind us. We manufacture some of the world's cleanest alloy steel using state-of-the-art

technologies to help customers push the bounds of what's possible. And we rely on our core values - ethics and

integrity, quality, innovation and independence - to create steel products and services to solve the world's toughest

challenges.

@ Fair on Tuesday

No Seminar

Full-Time & Internship

Opportunities

Tippmann Group
Tippmann Group is comprised of three companies- Interstate Warehousing, Tippmann Construction, and Tippmann

Properties. Interstate Warehousing is one of the Top Ten Cold Storage Warehousing companies in the US, offering

more than 10M cf of refrigerated and frozen warehouse space. Tippmann Construction is a design/build general

contractor for temperature controlled processing and distribution facilitites across the US, primarily serving all

segments of the food industry. Tippmann Properties owns and manages nearly 3.6M sf of office, industrial, and

commercial real estate throughout Indiana and the US.

@ Fair Both Days

No Seminar

Full-Time & Internship

Opportunities

Toyota Material Handling
Based in Columbus, IN, Toyota Material Handling offers a full line of high-quality material handling

equipment sold under the Toyota brand for over 50 years. Toyota has been the number-one selling forklift in

the U.S. since 2002. Our commitment to quality, reliability and durability and excellence allow Toyota to

continue to be a leader in our industry.
@ Fair on Wednesday

No Seminar

Full-Time & Internship 

Opportunities

Triumph Group, Inc.
Triumph Group designs, engineers, manufactures, repairs and overhauls a broad portfolio of aviation and industrial

components, accessories, subassemblies, systems, and aircraft structures. We partner with original equipment

manufacturers (OEMs) and operators of commercial, regional, business and military aircraft worldwide, to provide

products and services that solve their hardest problems. So, whatever the part, component or complexity of assembly,

Triumph Group is committed to quality, service and meeting the specialized needs of each customer.

@ Fair on Wednesday

No Seminar
Full Time & Internship

Opportunities
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True Manufacturing
Since 1945, True has remained steadfast in our mission "To provide a wide range of American-made commercial

refrigeration products that exceed industry quality standards at competitive prices." Throughout the years, True has

maintained a business strategy focused on innovation and capital investment in updated facilities and state-of-the-art

technologies. We are not only interested in a leadership role in the commercial refrigeration industry, but also as a

leader and model in efficient, responsible manufacturing worldwide.

@ Fair Both Days

Will have Seminar

Full Time & Co-Op

Opportunities
CHE CS MEEE IE



TrueAero, LLC
What started as a trusted source for commercial engine and airframe material has grown into a diversified aviation

solutions and services powerhouse for the aerospace and financial industries. Whether you are looking for a partner in

asset management, to lease an aircraft or engine, end-of-life solutions provider, new investment strategies, or engine

and airframe materials supply, TrueAero is home to a team of experienced, quality driven managers, employees, and

industry experts, with one unified goal in mind: long term relationships with our customers based on integrity, quality,

and dedicated service.
@ Fair on Wednesday

No Seminar

Full-Time & Internship

Opportunities

Tru-Flex, LLC
Since 1962, TRU-FLEX has been designing and manufacturing flexible metal hose. We are a proven industry leader

because of an unwavering commitment to quality, customer service, on-time delivery; best-in-class engineering

resources; and innovative design. We also build our own manufacturing equipment which gives us a distinct advantage

over our competitors and results in unique customer-focused solutions.

@ Fair Tuesday

No Seminar

Full-Time & Internship

Opportunities

Tyson Foods, Inc.
Tyson Foods, Inc., headquartered in Springdale, AR, is one of the world's largest food companies with leading

brands such as Tyson®, Jimmy Dean®, Hillshire Farm®, Ball Park®, Wright® & State Fair®. It's a

recognized market leader in chicken, beef, pork, & prepared foods, including bacon, sausage, turkey,

lunchmeat, hot dogs, tortillas, pizza crusts & toppings. The company currently has approximately 122,000

Team Members employed at more than 400 facilities & offices in the USA & around the world.

@ Fair on Wednesday

No Seminar

Full-Time & Internship 

Opportunities

Uber
Uber's mission is to bring transportation-for everyone, everywhere.

@ Fair on Wednesday

No Seminar
Full Time & Internship

Opportunities
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Business

UL LLC
UL is a 125-year-old organization that got its start after William H. Merrill came to Chicago to improve the fire safety

of the Palace of Electricity Building at the 1893 World's Fair. Seeing the opportunity to apply science to make possible

the safe adoption and widespread use of electricity, he founded UL. While UL started out as a single test laboratory in

Chicago, we have become an international safety science company with more than 150 laboratories serving clients in

100 countries worldwide. Nearly 22 billion products display the UL mark and 20,000 new product types are evaluated

by UL every year.  We here at UL work hard to foster safe living and working conditions for people everywhere.  

@ Fair Both Days

Will have Seminar

Full Time & Internship

Opportunities
ConstrE EE MEEngr Ed IE

Org. Leadership

EE



Union Pacific Railroad
Union Pacific is one of Americas premier transportation and logistics companies, linking 23 states in the western two-

thirds of the country and serving many of the fastest-growing U.S. cities. Generations of Americans have built

successful careers at Union Pacific and in the process, theyve helped build a nation  delivering lumber for our homes,

food for our tables, energy for our power plants and the countless raw materials and finished goods that supply the

American way of life.

@ Fair Both Days

Will have a Seminar

Full-Time & Internship

Opportunities

United Airlines
Love aviation? So do we. Connecting people and uniting the world is what we do and we want you to join us. With so

many career opportunities around the world, we can't wait to help you find yours. #beingunited

@ Fair on Wednesday

Will have a Seminar

Co-Op & Internship

Opportunities

United States Army Corps of Engineers
The Mission of the Corps is to deliver solutions and manage resources supporting regional and national

requirements through an expert team of multidisciplinary professionals utilizing best engineering practices

and strategic partnerships to reduce disaster risk, strengthen the economy and support national security. Our

vision to be a professional organization that provides quality solutions for the region and nation with a focus

on continual improvement, workforce development and efficient mission execution.

@ Fair both Days

No Seminar

Full-Time, Internship &

Co-Op Opportunities

United States Cold Storage
USCS's century of cold storage excellence in America is backboned by 38 world-class facilities across 13 states. Our

purpose goes beyond industry leading locations and services. It's a child smiling with a frozen treat. The healing

medicines we protect. And holiday feasts we've helped deliver.

@ Fair on Wednesday

No Seminar

Full/Part Time &

Internship Opportunities
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Accepts All Majors
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Business

United States Navy
Officer programs.

@ Fair Both Days

No Seminar

Full/Part Time

Opportunities
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United States Steel
United States Steel Corporation, headquartered in Pittsburgh, Pa., is an integrated steel producer with major

production operations in North America and Central Europe and an annual raw steelmaking capability of 24.4

million net tons. The company manufactures a wide range of value-added steel sheet and tubular products for

the automotive, appliance, container, industrial machinery, construction, and oil and gas industries.

@ Fair both Days

No Seminar

Full/Part-Time &

Internship Opportunities
Business
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United Technologies
With revenues of approximately $57 billion, United Technologies Corporation (UTC) is a Fortune 50 company that

provides high technology products and services for the aerospace and commercial building industries.  Our aerospace

businesses include Pratt & Whitney and UTC Aerospace Systems.  Pratt & Whitney is a world leader in the design,

manufacture and service of aircraft engines.  UTC Aerospace Systems is one of the world's largest suppliers of

technologically advanced aerospace and defense products.

@ Fair Both Days

No Seminar

Full-Time, Co-Op &

Internship Opportunities

UPS
UPS is a global package delivery company and a provider of supply chain management solutions. We offer positions in

a variety of different job groups. At UPS we strive to inspire our people and business partners to do their best, by

offering opportunities for personal development and success. Career fair overview: UPS is looking for students from all

majors to join our team. We have multiple business units and opportunities that look for a wide variety of talent. Stop

by our booth to learn more!

@ Fair on Both Days

No Seminar

Full-time & Internship

Opportunities

UPS Global Customer Solutions & Sales Operations
Global Customer Solutions & Sales Operations is a division of UPS, a worldwide logistics leader and provider

of supply chain management solutions. Through a consultative approach, we strive to understand our

customer's vision and business processes to best align valued solutions. Another key component is utilizing

business intelligence and data analytics to support sales strategy and planning. Our customized portfolio

includes, engineering, supply chain optimization, technology and sustainability products & solutions. We

employ 1,800 people worldwide in various disciplines who aim to drive innovation for the future.

@ Fair both Days

No Seminar

Internship

Opportunities

USA Fire Protection
USA Fire Protection is the leading fire protection contractor in the Midwest. Founded in 1986 we continue to deliver a

quality product by employing a team of dedicated and intelligent individuals striving toward excellence. We specialize

in all types of fire protection, from special hazard projects to large high rise buildings. We are looking for energetic

graduates who want a wide range of challenging opportunities in fire protection industry. Fire Protection layout, project

management, building coordination, and overseeing field variables are all part of the fire protection design team

responsibilities. If you are looking for a premier construction company with opportunites to succeed, contact us.

@ Fair on Wednesday

No Seminar

Full Time & Internship

Opportunities
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Valeo
Greensburg is a tier 1 automotive supplier with 5 major customer, 16 OEM Platforms, and countless service platforms.

The Greensburg location specifies in the art of designing, developing, and building engine cooling components: mainly

Radiators, Condensers, and Fan Systems. At nearly 1,000 employees and production starting in 1990, Greensburg

offers a stable mix of existing car products and new technology in the electrification of mobility. Most likely, your car

today and your car tomorrow has a component made by Valeo, and very likely it's Valeo Greensburg!

@ Fair on Wednesday

No Seminar

Full-Time, Co-Op &

Internship Opportunities

Vertiv
Vertiv, a $4.5B global organization with nearly 20,000 employees, designs, builds and services critical infrastructure

that enables vital applications for data centers, communication networks, and commercial and industrial facilities. We

support today's growing mobile and cloud computing markets with a portfolio of power, thermal and infrastructure

management solutions.

@ Fair on Wednesday

No Seminar

Full-time & Internship

Opportunities

Vibracoustic
Vibracoustic is a leading global automotive NVH expert, providing customized solutions adding comfort and

supporting efficiency, safety and durability. Its expertise along the entire product life cycle and all vehicle

systems as well as its broad product range enable Vibracoustic to solve current and future NVH challenges

across all automotive segments. With more than 10,000 employees at 43 production and engineering locations

across 19 countries, Vibracoustic serves all major automotive manufacturers. In 2018 Vibracoustic recorded

total sales of 2.1 billion €. 

@ Fair on Wednesday

No Seminar

Full-Time, Internship &

Co-Op Opportunities

Vivolac Cultures Corporation
Manufacturer of Bacterial Cultures for Food Fermentations and Probiotic Dietary Supplements

@ Fair on Wednesday

No Seminar

Full Time 

Opportunities
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USAA
United States Steel Corporation, headquartered in Pittsburgh, Pa., is an integrated steel producer with major

production operations in North America and Central Europe and an annual raw steelmaking capability of 24.4

million net tons. The company manufactures a wide range of value-added steel sheet and tubular products for

the automotive, appliance, container, industrial machinery, construction, and oil and gas industries.

@ Fair on Tuesday

No Seminar

Full Time & Internship

Opportunities
CompE CS



Weston Foods
Weston Foods is a leading North American bakery company with a specialized focus across all key bakery categories,

including breads and rolls, donuts, pies, cakes, alternatives breads, and others. We bake our products in more than 40

facilities across Canada and the USA, conducting our business with integrity, contributing to our communities, and

fostering a respectful culture. We are building a culture of success here, and it depends on our people striving for

greatness and having the courage and commitment to getting better every day.

@ Fair on Wednesday

No Seminar

Full-Time, Co-Op &

Internship Opportunities

WestRock
WestRock Company (NYSE: WRK) aspires to be the premier partner and unrivaled provider of paper and packaging

solutions in consumer and corrugated markets. WestRock's 39,000 team members support customers around the world

from more than 250 operating and business locations spanning North America, South America, Europe and Asia.

WestRock makes consumer and corrugated packaging solutions that give our customers a winning edge in the global

marketplace. We partner closely with customers on everything from beverage packs and pizza boxes to trigger sprayers

and fragrance pumps to paperboard used for a wide variety of packaging and shipping containers. We consider

ourselves to be part of their team - as we strive for continuous improvement toge

@ Fair on Tuesday

Will have Seminar

Full-time, Co-Op &

Internship Opportunities

Whirlpool Corporation
Whirlpool Corporation (NYSE: WHR) is the world's leading major home appliance company, with

approximately $21 billion in annual sales, 92,000 employees and 65 manufacturing and technology research

centers in 2018. The company markets Whirlpool, KitchenAid, Maytag, Consul, Brastemp, Amana,

Bauknecht, JennAir, Indesit and other major brand names in nearly every country throughout the world.

@ Fair on Tuesday

Will have Seminar

Full-Time & Internship

Opportunities

Worwag Coatings
We produce high quality coatings for a wide range of automotive and industrial applications.

@ Fair on Wednesday

Will have Seminar

Full Time & Internship

Opportunities
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Wabash National Corporation
Wabash National is an American diversified industrial manufacturing company and North America's largest

producer of semi trailers and liquid transportation systems.

@ Fair on Wednesday

No Seminar

Full Time & Internship

Opportunities
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XR Trading

Xylem Inc.

XR Trading is a proprietary trading firm. We design and build cutting-edge technology and serve as a leader

in the global derivatives marketplace. We employ a team-based approach and leverage our technology and

core competencies across a wide array of asset classes.

The tissue in plants that brings water upward from the roots; a leading global water technology company.

We're a global team unified in a common purpose: creating advanced technology solutions to the world's water

challenges. Developing new technologies that will improve the way water is used, conserved, and re-used in the

future is central to our work. Our products and services move, treat, analyze, monitor and return water to the

environment, in public utility, industrial, residential and commercial building services settings. Xylem also

provides a leading portfolio of smart metering, network technologies and advanced analytics solutions for water,

electric and gas utilities. 

@ Fair on Wednesday

No Seminar

Full-time

Opportunities

@ Fair on Tuesday

Will have Seminar

Full-time & Internship

Opportunities
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ZF North America Inc.
ZF is a global technology company and supplies systems for passenger cars, commercial vehicles and industrial

technology, enabling the next generation of mobility. With its comprehensive technology portfolio, the company

offers integrated solutions for established vehicle manufacturers, mobility providers and start-up companies in the

fields of transportation and mobility. ZF continually enhances its systems in the areas of digital connectivity and

automation in order to allow vehicles to see, think and act. In 2018, ZF achieved sales of €36.9 billion. The

company has a global workforce of 149,000 with approximately 230 locations in 40 countries. ZF invests over six

percent of its sales in research and development annually.

@ Fair Both Days

Will have Seminar

Full-time, Co-Op &

Internship Opportunities
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Zimmer Biomet
Founded in 1927 and headquartered in Warsaw, Indiana, USA, Zimmer Biomet is a global leader in

musculoskeletal healthcare. We design, manufacture and market orthopaedic reconstructive products; sports

medicine, biologics, extremities and trauma products; spine, bone healing, craniomaxillofacial and thoracic

products; dental implants; and related surgical products. We collaborate with healthcare professionals around the

globe to advance the pace of innovation. Our products and solutions help treat patients suffering from disorders

of, or injuries to, bones, joints or supporting soft tissues. Together with healthcare professionals, we help millions

of people live better lives.

@ Fair on Wednesday

No Seminar

Co-Op 

Opportunities
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